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, Sometimes the printer and the proof-reader seem to 
'conspire to make us say what we do not mean, as when 
we quote Fontenelle as , saying that "the teacher should 
'labor' to make himself usqul," when ' he really meant 
and wrote ~seless; and when we are made to say the "pro-
visions of scieIlce" when we wrote p1'evisi6ns. It seems 
'im'practicable to read the proofs personally; and wh~n we 
.'are made to say things unusually absurd, we hope our read-
ers will charitably ascribe these sins against sense to the 
cQmpositor: He has been the scape-goat of authors, for 
ages; 'and will not take it amiss if he is sometimes charged 
with faults that might be traced to poor penmanship. 
It is a very hopeful sigrr"of the times, that all our mag-
azi~es of high grade devote a fair share ,of attention to 
the serious discussion of great educational questions., 
Usually these discussions are temperate and wholesome, 
and their intlpence is fal' reaching an~ invigorating. 
Sometimes, however, the purpose seems to be to hurt some 
one's feelings, or to gratify a personal spleen,or to announce 
, • the discovery that the existing order of things educational 
... is hopelessly bad. In this latter field of discussion there . 
are reformers, revolutionists, and anarchists,-some 
wh0 would introduce an abrupt evolution into educational 
affairs, some who would displace wh~t is, by what they 
taricy ought to be, and still 'Others who would dest'roy 
• , £01' the mere love of destruction. 
Critical discussioQ is always in 6rder; it is not only the 
_ . evidence , ,of progress but the very condition of progress. 
The great ,obstacle in the way of education,al progress is 
the indifferepce, the inertia of , public opinion, which not 
'only does ~ot' demand a higher type of instruction, but 
V'ert-of~en forbi4s' it. There are multitpdes of 'teaehers 
who 'need enlightenment on the value of real i~struction; 
but there are many truly enlightened teachers who are 
riot permitted to do their b~st , work. 
The Princeton Review,for July, 1880, contains an article 
of unu~ual merIt on "The Philosophy of Education," by 
Professor Laurie, w40 occupies the Chair of Education 
in the University of Edinburgh. We are sure we shall 
do our thoughtful readers a service by' quoting one par-
agraph w4ich we hope will lead to a careful study of the 
whole article. ' 
"I assume that the educa,tion of a country is determined 
by its philosophy; but I use the term philosophy in the 
larger sense as denoting the beliefs of a period whether 
reasoned out or not, regarding man, his nature, his social 
relations, and his destiny. Philosophy in the narrower 
sense as applied to education is, strictly speaking, only ' 
psychology, and determines periods of mental growth in . 
the individual, and methods of instruction, as these are indi- . 
cated by a study of the processes of mind. In this sense also ~ 
the ed ucation of a country is determined by its philosophy. 
The saying of Aristotle that it is not in man's option 
whether he will philosophize or not, but that he must 
philosophize, is especially true in the sphere of the school. 
If this be so, it becomes a matter of no ' small importance-
that those conc~rned with education should deliberately 
and consciously , philosophize, in order that they may 
define their aims as well as their methods. We hold that 
a 'training in philosophy, both in its larger anq narrower 
sense, is necessary for those members of the community 
whose special knction it is to rear and teach the youth 
of the country; no~ for all, it may be, but for th~ more 
select portion who influence the general body." 
Of a wholly diftereI}t .type is the article by Mr. Charlos 
Francis Adams,Jun., in Hm'jer's Magaztne for Novem-
ber, on "Scientific Common-School Education." Th~ 
paper is evidently ~he one he read before the N ationar 
Association at Chautauqua, and in many respects is wer-
thy of the wider influence which this mode of publication 
will give it. ' We think it clear that school supervision of 
the scientific type has never had a more powerful cham-
pion., Mr-. Adams not only has a very high, and as we 
think, a very true conception of real scp.ool supervision; 
but the fact that ,he holds these advanced notions while 
occupying a purely non-professional point of view gives 
very great influence and, importance to, his opinions 01'1 
this subject. The additonal fact also, that he is a member 
of the ·Adams family, gives easier currency to these late'st 
views on the art of school. supervision. ' 
. ' The fault we find with Mr. Adams' article is the spirit 
of exaggeration that pervad~s it. The picture he 'gives 
of ~he system of supervision In current , use....is €ertainly a 
caricature. Doubtless there are many special caSes 
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where this picture is true to life; but to permit the infer-
ence t{) be drawn that school ~upervision in the towns 
and cities of- this country is the stupid process that Mr. 
Adams asserts it to be, is almost a cr'ime ; it is certainly 
.a gross injustice to men of intelligence who have given 
their best thought to this difficult art. 
The red rags that excite the fury of Mr. Adams and of 
his protege Mr. Parker, are the time-tables, programmes, 
and courses of study that form a part of the machine!"y 
. of public school administration. It need not be expected 
that even when Mr. Adams' ideal has been attained, 
these aids will be . abandoned. The school must be or-
ganized before it can be supervised; or rather, it can be 
supervised only through a definite organization. Without 
doubt a process or . evolution is taking place in school 
supervision that will lead to a higher form of the a.rt; 
but this higher form ·will never be released from the need 
_of mechanical .support. When rail-roads are ma1)aged 
better without time-tables than with them, we · may 
eJl:pect, perhaps, to have our schools conducted on a sim-
.ilar plan. We are in full accord ' with Mr. Adams in his 
admiration of freedom, spontaneity, and life; but when we 
,read his prescription for attaining them we are reminded 
-of the parable of the kite that imagined its upward flight 
to be checked by the string. 
,]]he second number· of Educatz'on sustains the promise 
afforded by 'the first. The articles are of very unequal 
riterit, and set forth doctrines that are the very antithesis 
of each other; but every paper is thoughtfully wntten 
and gives ~vidence of a purpose to attain and enforce 
some important truth. Diversity in doctrine is to be 
expected, for in the history of educational thought this is 
-t!le period o~ discussion, the second of the three successive 
phases through which human opinion must p'ass, "the 
~nanilllity ~of the ignorant, the disagreement 0/ tile t'nquiring, 
and the unanimity of the wise." -The re'ader who has 
well grounded opinions of his own will be most helped 
by a strong, clear statement of opposing views; and the 
cause of truth is directly promoted by a clear and earnest 
statement of false ' doctrines. False positions,. distinctly 
and articulately stated, carry with them theii- own refuta-
tionj it is only the ambiguous statement of an error that 
carries danger to a thoughtful mind. 
In "Results of Methods of Teaching," :!Wr. Dickinson 
. presents a restatement and modification of his Premium 
Essay. 1t is the writer's misfortune that he sees only one 
phase of a complex ~ruth;, indeed, he does not seem to 
suspect that this truth has two phases.- In this respect, 
Mr. Calkins, as a thinkey, has out-distanced Mr. Dick-
inson: In his paper on "Object Teachiog," Mr. Calkins 
shows as hig~ an appreciation of oral instruetion as Mr. 
Dickinson does in his Premium Essay; but his vision is ' 
wide enough to comprehend the fact that the . text-book ' 
'has an !?1 Jilortan t jlnd ' a legitimat~ pl~Ge .)0 the pr0cess 
of instruction. He who would study two contrasted types 
of philo$ophizing, should compare Mr. Dickinson's article 
in this number with Dr. Harris's "Text-Books and their 
Uses," in 'the fir st number. 
. Nothing can be more admirable, in its way, than 
"Technical Training in American Schools," by E. E. 
W~ite. The , doctrine of the paper seems to mi un assail-
able; and for condseness and clearness of statment it is 
a model. 
The Quincy sYlltem recieves attention from Mr . 
Northrop and from Mr. Marble. Mr. Northrop's appre-
ciation is a fine specimen of . judicial fairness. ' While 
giving credit to whom credit is due, he does not suffer 
his judgment to be disturbed by the rinsel and glitter 
of the "new departure." We admire the clear, sharp 
strokes of Mr. Marble's pen, and his style of, independent 
criticism. 
Thus far, the editorial work in Education falls far short 
of what nught very reasonably be expecte-d. If the new 
magazine is to have any appreciable influence in determin~ 
ing a current in educational thought, it must have a distinct 
personality, a well:-111arked individuality. Its contributors 
will preach a variety of do~trines; but back of contribu-: 
tors there should be a mind with the ability to co-ordinate 
and to create. We woUld have this international 
magazine of Education speak with authority on the great 
questions that are presente"d for discussi9n and solution; 
it should have articulate opinions and beliefs on funda-
mental educational docti-ines; it should preach an 
educational gospel, and not mer~ly give publicity to 
detached essays. 
THE EVILS OF COMPETITIVE EXAMINA TIONS. 
By THE REV. A. R. GRANT (Late H. M. Inspector of Schools). _ 
THERE is a tacit assumption, and a v~ry natural one; that the numerical results obtained by warks are evidence of scientific 
accuracy. Hence it is inferred that, given a place to be filled 
up, you have oniy to 'institute a competitive examination; and 
you will get, with the certainty of Euclid, a list of candidates lin 
exact order. of fitness. No one, perhaps, would seriously argue 
, for absolute certainty, but I feel sure that the idea of mathe-
matical exactness do,es to an unsuspected extent influence public 
opinion in the matter, w-hereas, in fact, mathematical processes 
extend no farther than the correct adding up of the . marks and 
producing an exact total. That total is only the 'summing up of 
a number of decisions, to no one of which can absolute cer-
tainty be attributed. A stream cannot rise higher than its 
source. The aggregate judgn'lent cannot be more reliaLle than 
the individual judgments. Fjfty worthless judgments cannot 
make up one sound one, and yet, in the form of a numerieal re-
sult, they may .count as one., In practiGe, so. f~r from any given 
total_ of marks representing absolute merit, I 15elieve that no one 
~ho knows , anything practicalJy,.about 'examinations will deny 
that, in a dozen-' different examinations of the' same candida'fes 
by, the same-examiners, and In the same subjects, it is highly im-
prob~b~ that any two lists should ' give exac9Y' th,e ,same order. 
1 thu,lk, tnel'efQre, tQ~t examinatio:r;,ls ar; -gehe~ally taken for 
I 
.. 
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more . than they are worth. They have their value, but it ob- , 
viously depends on the right ' interpretation an<;l correct appre-
. dation of their results. It ought to be clearly ascertained what 
their province is, what 'qualifications they are capable of elicit-
ing, what are the sources of error to which they are Hable, and 
su~h ?andidates stand iIi their way. Again, an examination is 
qUlte' mcapable of detecting. a disqualification in other -than th~ 
subjects with which it. ~eals.. It is un.able to report on temper, 
courage, energy, ~eclslon, mfluence over others. It can only 
pronounce on th '! mtellect, and, as I have tried to show; by no . 
means perfectly on that. ' It is quite a possible case that the rigid 
An investigation of this kind would show the causes of many ' rule ~f marks m~y compel the rejection of a man who is exactly 
disappointments' occasio.iled by a blilld reliance on examinations, what IS wanted, III favor of one who ·has neitlrer aptitude Flor 
and which have sometimes induced an equally unfounded de- moral fitnes~ for. the service required. 
what is the limit of such errors. 
preciation of them. People meet a senior wrangler in society, . If I all}. I1g~lt m \,:,hat.1 have said, I have shown that competi-
wonder he is not a brilliant talker, or a man of universal ac- live exam mat IOns fall directly, to a serious extent in the func- ' 
. h·1 ' 
colnplishment, and straightway conclude that there is nothing in tlOns w IcI~ they are credited with fulfilling. I bring another 
peing senior wrangler at all. They might as well find , fault with ~h~rge agamst them-that they have an indirect and very in-
him for not being able to talk Chinese, A high' classman makes jUTIOUS effect on those who come under their influence-. I have 
a bad s~hoolmaster or a bad , man of business, and people set already given an outline of this evil, affecting both the mind of 
down a university class as a sham. That is simply because they the student and the character of his studies. The mind is im-
ate ignorant of what a university class represents ~ If I may properly treated. Instefld of being . trained bv a course calcu-
, venture to express my own opinion on a subject of such extent lated. to dra,: out and develop its powers, it i~ charged with in-
and difficulty, I should say that the province of examinations is tructlOn deSigned for an immediate purpose. It is as if you 
J'estricted to testing knowledge, and the ready producing of gave boys regular athletic training, such a': is givt:n to men before 
-- , k-nowledge, that they have comparatively small mearis of eliciting a ~oat race; or a more exact analogy would be that of fattening 
. original ability, still less of appraising capacity of mind; and alllmals for a show. You sacrifice the permanent condition for ' 
))0 means at all of ascerblining the balance of the mental powers an immediate object. And this is the case even when the in-
or the soundness of the jndgment. Bacon says, in a well-known st.ruc~io.n .is ~u?iciously given. But there is every temptation to 
passage, " Reading maketh a full man, conference a rep.dy man, give It mjudlclously. The object is to pu~ into the rilind as much 
. and writing an exact man." I think examinations test all these as it will hold for a time. Whether it holds all or any after-
qualifications with regard to the subjects examined in. The man ~ards, doe~ not signify. But it is no more a good thing to put 
who succeeds in examinations has quickness in acquiring, mto the ml~d as much as it can hold than, to put into th~ body 
memory for retaining, and readiness in producing knowledge. as much as It 'can eat. Knowledge requires to be digested just as 
but he may be altogether deficient in reflection, in grasp of food does; and the power of digestion is limited. But with the 
_ mind, in judgment, in weig~t of character. The man he ' out- prize of a ~ompetitive examination in view, both teacher and 
- strios may be one whose facultie!; are not so flexible, and there_ pup'il are tempted to transgress this limit. And the effect is 
for; will not take training so well, who thinks too much to ac- analogous on the mind to what it is on the body. The mental . 
quire knowledge rapidly, who refuses ' to accept other men's powers become impaired. The effect is not oDviou~ because 
- views without verifying them for himself, \vho', when he has ac- mental heal -h is not tested at once by sensation, like bodily 
quired ~nowledge, is awkward at producing it, and has none of health; but a result is apt to ensue which was thus enunci~ted 
the tact which makes the most of w.hat it possesses, and 'in- by an experienced Cambridge tutor. "If 'a man works ten 
st"in~tively avoids exposure of ignorance; who, in fact, is too h~urs a day, ,:hen he has only the capacity to work eight, he 
.trut):lful and straightforward to wlite what he is not sure of, fln<j. WIll soon requIre ten. hours to do what he ought to do in eight." 
-is above making random shots. The first man has probably And the work done IS affected.as well as the mind. The knowl-
reached his highest point. T.he second rpay have a long period edge acquired is apt to be crude, ill-understood, retained most! ' 
of development before him. ' In that case, -the former is like a , ?y force of m~mory: and, il~ nine cases out of ten, regarded 1?~ 
smail ,vessel full, the ' latter like a large vessel with much space ' Its possessor WIth dIsgust, lIke a burden borne with difficult 
still to be occupied. The examination test gives only · the which he only longs to lay down. If he had origin~l taste /" 
h b· f . or a~ount, not the capacity. In such a case~ after-life will almost t e su . ~ects 0 inst~ctlO~', the forcing system has destroyed it, ' 
C
ertainly reverse the verdict. It appears to me that ' the ex- and one of the happIest Images presented to his mind is th t f k' fi , a 0 
amination system tends toseled minds acute rather than deep, rna 'll1~ a bon re of his books. But the temptation to 'overdo 
active rather than ,powerful, and the worst is that the heavier stucly IS by no means the worst to which he alld his teacher are 
metal, being generally. more slow in development, is apt to he expose~. The. att~mpt. to do too much, if not wise, is hanest; 
left, in the background. I believe that , under a competitive ~ut, ~Ith eXamll1a~lOn mstead of education in view, the transi-
system, some of our b~st Indian administrators not only might t~on IS easy to gettmg ~p only those parts of a subject which are 
not, but could not, have been selected. lIkely to pay, and leavll1g out the rest. This is the first down-
_ ..- ]; bring, therefore, this very serious charge against the system; ~~d .te~-the first deviation from strict literary honesty. 
that, though it undoubtedly gives a high average of talent and . act IS escensus Averni .. " First, the pook marked by the 
attainment, yet it has a direct tendency to exclude an impo~tant c.oach ~ (read) and 0 (omIt), then speculation as to the ques; 
and valuable .class of. minds-powerful, capacious) and" capable t~ons hke~y t? be set, then ge\ting up such questions just before 
(i)f g,reat after .developme.n t. ' t. e ex~mmat~on, and', lastly, learning by heart answers to ques-t~on~ 111 subjects unread. Such is ~hc course from slignt ob-, 
Another charge is that ~t tends to eXclude tlandidates- who may hqUlty to gross fraud, and the des<::ent is so gradual th t 't . 
have special qualifi~ation8 for the lIenice , fequued, but ""hose be feared its ~owel!t ttage is hot uncommonly reached, :ndt, :h~~ 
minQe, . often oil that very ' account, art no\i correlpondtftal, de- t. ,,"oree, JUlttficd. The honcllty of it, however, t. mucb th'aam. 
' :v~loped in other subjefGt9 e~ instructi01!! Th. 'Vcr,! tn~fk .. , of atr if, In I co~p.tltiOft of .ar40ftll, C\tltk-ltOrt wtll to ftlA ta 
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flowers without roots, just before the inspection , in the' hope 
that' the judges would not detect the cheat. 
The code of the examination system is too much like that 
I which is found in bad schools, where the authorities are re-
garded as natural enemies, and everything consider(~d fair 
, against them. To give an examiner an unduly favorable im-
pressio'n is considered not only venial but meritorious-a feat 
to be; proud of. Perhaps it might be thought a little too 
strong to get up answers in subjects which had not been studied 
at all, but to speculate so successfully on the idiosyncrasies of an 
examiner as to make a much better show than if another person 
had examined, is regarded as a great accomplishment. A tutor 
who enables his pupils to do this is sure of .a reputation. How-
ever, I pass by the moral aspect. My point is that the character 
of the instruction is deteriorated. A subject got up to suit a 
particular examiner is still worse than one got up for examination 
purposes generally. The knowledge must be still more partial 
and ill-assorted. And to work for a low aim degrades the in 
tenect as much as working for a high aim exalts it. \ 
- Thi! Nt'netunth Century: 
MATHEMATICAL DEPARTMENT. 
, Editor, DAVID KIRK, Jackson, Minn. 
DEFINITION OF MULTIPLICATION. 
'The essence of a science is in its defiQitions. Owing to the 
imperfections of the human language it is not always possible to 
'give a faultless defiuition. Some definitions however are not as 
good as they might be, as, for instance, the definition for multi. 
plication usually given in the arithmetics . One book ' says 
,multiplication is repeating a number a proposed number of times. 
This is not a good d~finftion, because there are senses in which 
a number may be repeated and yet not be muitiplied. The figures 
of a circulating decimal are repeated but the process is one 'of 
addition, and the additions are unequal. Another book says 
m~ltiplication is a short process ,of adding equal numbers. 'rhis 
definition is true as far asit goes, but it is obvious that there may 
be short processes of adding equal numbers that do not constitute 
multiplication. Another definition is that multiplication is the 
, process of taking one number as many times as there are units in 
an>other'. 
This definition does not ~ell ~s how: the number is taklm. 
Like the others it is unsat,isfactory because no preparation is made 
for it. ' A term can be definea by giving some other term .with 
which we are supposed to be familiar. If we do not understand 
the term or expression which it is found convenient to give as a 
' definition, it must also be defined. Again, ' some definitions 
require a preliminary statement, analogous to the lemma in geom-
try. When a definition-lemma, if we may use the expre~sion 
is required, le't it 'be given. Before multiplication ' is defined, 
let the word product be defined. A product is a quantity that is 
as many times hrger than a given quantity, as the,:e are units in 
another given quantity. 
Now, we can define mUltiplication as the process, or operation 
of fin,ding the prouuct of two quantities. 
Of c,:>urse the young teacher who has. just been placed in chd.rge 
of a graded school, and therefore feels it his duty~ to prepare a 
better ,arithmetic than any of the thousand and one already in 
use, will look for a shorfer definition. Short definitions fike 
sbort words have their place. A recent writer in the WEEKLY 
~hG~ght 'it would be a fi~e thing to Ui~ short 'words a1togethe~. 
Dr; Johnson had a liking for polysyllables. The best w!"if~rs 
use words that express their ideas without regard to length. If 
one word will suffice for a definition, let only one word be ,used . 
If a page is required in order to define a term let a page be' 
devoted to the definition. 
PI. 
There are many ways of finding the value of the arithmetical con-
stant which expresses the relation of the circ '~mference to the 
diameter of a circle. Archimedes discovered the relation between 
the diameter and the circumference expressed by 7 and 22. This is 
near enough for all practical purposes. A nearer approximation 
is 35.i. This may be remembered as follows : writ~ the odd 
113 
numbers I, 3, 5, so that each one will appear twice, thus: II 33 
55. Separate this number into two periods bf three figures 
each by 'drawing a line and divide the second period by the first, 
113)355· 
A curious formula for 11' is given by Wallis, as follows : 1I'=t xttxHx 
iiXm etc. in which the numerators l;Ire the squares of the natural series of 
odd numbers and the denominators are less than the numerators by I; 
The value of "pi" may be obtained by a process that depends 
upon the doctrine of probabilities. Let a number of parallel lines 
be ruled on a floor at equal distances apart, say 6 inches. Let, 
a stick"6 inches long be tossed at random so that it 'will fall on 
the ruled.space. It is evident that the stick will fall on a line or 
in a space. Now let twice the number of throws be divided by 
the number of times the stick crosses a line, and we shall get a 
value for "pi" that will be approximately correct according to 
the number of throws. This can be shown to be true by the 
calculus. A geometrica~ construction that will give the value of 
"pi" when the diameter is I is given by the Astronomer, Proctor, 
in one of his essays. 
Let a square be described about the given circle touching it 
at the ends of two diameters AOB, COD, at right angles to each 
other, and join CA. Let COAE be one of the quarters of the ' 
circumscribing square, and from E draw EG cutting off from AO 
a fourth part AG of its length, and from AC the' portion AH, 
then three sides of the circumscribing square, together with AH, 
are. very nearly equal to the circumference of the circle. 
In a circle two feet in diameter the error would be less than 
the two hundredth part of an inch. 
The value of 11' has been computed by two different persons to 
620 decimal places, which is more accurate by six hundred places 
than is necessary. 
·PROPOSITION. 
The quantity or substance oi mass of a body on the ealth's 
surface, is in excess of its apparent balance weight. ' 
Cor. If with Newton, excepting the Centrifugal force of the 
axial rotation, . we assume the apparent balance weight of a body 
to be its absolute weight, wh~t have we, but the mistake of 
Aristotle in his short coming with respect to the weight of bodies 
on balances? and the origins of balance and absolute weights 
are yet unknown to our educ;1tion. 
. Yours, ' 
Rev. W. ISAACS LOOMIS, 
,MART1N~ALE DEPOT, COL. CO. N. Y. Nov. 5, 1880. 
The above article was sent to the WEEKLY with the 'request -
that 'we 'critidse it. 
Mr. Loomis has an epigr~mmatic way of stating hiS tlieor:ies, 
which ,makes it difficult to discover his meaning, and so' far as 
we have noticed, he gives no proof of his peculiar views: He 
disbelieves the , Newtonian theory of gravitation,' bqt does not ' 
advance one· of his ow~ that will bear examinaiion. _ ' 
. , 
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We say this with the greatest respect to Mr. Loomis. In the 
abQve he says, by implication, the apparent weight of a body is 
not its absolute weight. 
What is the absolute weight of a body? Is it possible to make 
a vacuum, so to speak, in which gravity shall not act, and in 
whiC;h we may determine ~he absolute weight of a body? What 
i~ a body any way? 
-Is it a collection of indivisible indestructible atoms each in 
motion around a center, and all kept in place by some mysteri-
ous law, hntil some outside force or motion disturbs them and 
- temporarily changes the form of the substance of which they form 
a part, or sends them so far apart that the substance as such is 
destroyed, or is it merely a sort of ganglionic collection of forces 
without any atoms at all, as Thompson and other philosophers 
believe? "Ye mathematical editor" never could swallow the 
atomic therory, yet he has no ,other he can adopt, and he cannQt 
. dlscard the Newtonian theory of gravitation without s~ome math-
ematical proof that it is wrong. ' 
OUR EIJUCATIONAL EXCHANGES: 
A 'new and welcome exchange is The Ed1tCator, from New Haven, Conn. It 
. ' Jl8S been pnblished for about a year under the name of The Student's .iJ[pnthlll, 
but for obvious reasons has now adopted the general title of The Educator. In 
size a~d style it resembles The ,Teacllel-, of Pbiladelphla,.and its subsCription 
price is only sixty cents a year. Judging from the first number at hand It has 
certain specialties, as pen~nship and mechanical drawing. ' Tbe lessons in 
drawing are written by Prof. F. R. Honey, of Yale College; the lessons in pen-
. manship by Prof. R. C. Loveridg~, of Yale Business College. Twelve lessons 
in English grammar are also promised it~ readers. 
- The Teachel"s Advocate for October is printed on fine super-calendered bOok 
paper, of good weight, but apologises to Its readers for not doing even better, 
and promises an improvement for November. This indicates prosperity and a 
liberal support from teachers. The paper is one of our best exchanges. It 
has uow completed its first year. - , . 
The Normai Educat01' appears as a monthly in magazine form, with a pretty 
cover and fine press work. Its appearance Is greatly Improved, and Indications 
'point to a prosperous fu~ure. , 
_ The NOO'mal Teache1' for November contains 44~ pages of first rate reading 
~atter for teachers, 1972' pages of "live" advertising, besides a cover on wblch 
are tbree pages o~ advertising, making a total of 68 pages. This journal claims 
a circulation of 16,000 monthly. J. E. Sherrill, the editor and proprietor, has 
associated with blm R. H. Holbrook, of Lebanon, OhiO, and the two are produu-
Ing the most desirable monthly school journal in the country for the common 
school teacher. Price only one dollar per year. . 
We 'have received the prospectus of the North Carolina Educational JOU1'llal, 
Rev. J. F. Heitman, Editor and Proprietor. The first number will be issucd 
"as soon as a sufficient number of subscribers shall be pledged to justify It." 
"Tbe journal will be an eight-page folio, issued monthly, at $1.00 a single 
copy." These are both ambiguous statements. A publisher of experience 
might not agree wi~h one ambitious to publisb as to the number of pledged 
subscribers necessary to justify the publication; and if the journal Is to cost 
1'$1.00 fora single copy," the yearly subscription price will be rath'er above the 
average of educational journals. Referriug to this prospectus, the Southe1'n 
1i!d1~catimal Mootthly remarks very·wlsely ; 
"If our Nort1?- Ca.rolina ~ieuds would listen to a little good adVice about tWs . 
Dlatter we would tell them the only present chance for a good, suooessful Te~h~r's J ournal is in the. combined .support of several states. Why will not 
North Carolina, South Carolina, GeOl'gIa and Florida unite in this matter and 
make a journal that shall be a power 1 Wi,th fouJ; papers .in thlR field, each one 
will receive only a small support, I\nd be destined to a sbort existenj!e. Such a 
good thing as state pride should not defy dictates of reason. Very few men 
bave money to lose or to risk in sucb an enterprise. , Tbe,re are enougb teachers 
iii anyone of our sister States to support and mak!) profitable an educational 
- journal. But whoever calculates that every teacher will take and read the paper 
he ought, must make a large margin for an error in the estimate. Hundreds 
of teachers .will not read a paper sent to them free of charge. Tbe educational 
llPirit ie Dot strong in our peqple. All that spirit combined In the support of 
one jaurnal will make it strong. We' would be gla(l to welcome State teachers ' 
paper. to a more hopeful destiny than i8 before tbem now." 
'J.1he .:vlr~~a EducatWnal Journal for November ContGlna1:3 pages C1l rCladini 
JDat.tef, It cOn'aln. the FroeeodinJ' at. the tlfteQnth Anm1al HClftlni of thi 
lC4\lGattoDal ~"OCIatjOD of Virsiula,. . 
A .aluable tJble ft ~ebed, l¥ tll.e ~OfeJllbOr SHU. of tll. 1ftM If. 
.iJ[onthly, containing tho names of all graded school principals where tllI:ee or 
more teachers are employed; the number of months in the school year; prace 
wbere prinCipal was educated; bis salary per annum; number of years in thls -
school; number of years engaged In toachlng; number of assistants employed, 
and their average salary per month. Extra copies may be procured at Ilfteen 
cents apiece. 
We 'welcome to our exchange list The Student, pubilshed monthly by :rsa.&c 
Sharpless, Haverford College, Pa., and Watson W. Dewees, Westtown, PR., at 
one dollar a year. It Is an Intelligent, scholarly, and Instructive journal, con-
ducted In the Intm'est of the SOCiety of Friends. 
The first number of the San Francisco .iJ[mthlll School Record has come to 
hand. It succeeds the weekly issue of tbe Public School Record. Tbe editor ' 
works uncier the hallucination that "while the agricultural, commercial, and 
other interests have each their several journals, the educational field is compar-
atively barren." In some statos this would pass as a first class joke. It Is 
possibly true In California, but we supposed the field was well occupied there 
by the PaciJ!c School and Home Journal. 
The Sta~ Normal News of Terre Haute, Ind., bas assumed the more preten-
tious title of Educatim. It attempts "to have Its matter conform to a set of 
organic principles based on the psychology and philosophy of education, in 
their plain, popular, and practical form." 
The subscription price of the American JouTlUlI of Educatim, St. Louis, lfas 
been reduced to one dollar per annum. The last number contains the first article -
of an editorial criticism of Mr. Dickinson'S Premium Essay on Oral Teaching . 
OFFICIAL DEPAR1'MENT. 
EDUCATIONAL TOURS IN FRANCE. 
DEPARTMI!.NT OF THE INTERIOR, . 
BUREAU OF EDUCATION • 
Wasllington, Oclolur r8, 1880. 
The letter of the French minister of public instruction, addressed to the 
departmental educational authoritIes and here translated, explains an inter-
esting method by which it is sought to Improve the gua~ifications of teachers ' 
in the French Republic. JOHN EATON, \ 
PARIS, May 7, 1,880. 
MONSIEUR LE RECTEUR: I hasten' to bring to your Knowledge two meas-
ures which I have thought necessary to encourage our young teachers in 
thorough and earnest study. At my suggestion the President of the Republic 
has been pleased to sign a decree modifying Article S of the decree of April 
19, 1862. Henceforth the student who has obtained a full certificate of 
capacity on leaving the normal ,chool will receive not the former indemnity' 
of 100 francs, but 200·francs. .. 
Besides this favor, the object of which is to aid the better class of our nor-
mal graduates at the start of their career, I have sought for some other reward 
which might at the same time further their intellectual development; I tbink 
I have found it in an institution that is already old and has even been dis-
carded in thIS country, but ~hich has been successfully revived duriDi the 
last few years, especially in the higher normal schools of Paris; I allude to 
the educational tonrs during the holidays. . 
The holiday excursions 1 desie to organize in the interest of 'our best nor-
mal students should be e;ssentially educational tours; scientific expeditions I 
will not call them, but expeditions carefully arranged, well directed, and 
animated by the spirit of methodic observation. They should. be under the 
guidance of a learned and experienced teacher, whom I shall select among ' 
the maltres-adjoints-(assistant teachers) who have had charge during the year 
of the heavy task of supervision. The young students will get accustome~ 
to see for themselves, to see much, and, above all, ~o see well, historica 
monuments, relice of archa:ology, picturesque views, topographical peculiar-
ities, natural phenomena, the products of industry and agriculture, local 
traditions, customs, and languages, all of which should be to them' material 
for study and reflection. Under these conditions the tour would bear all its 
fruits, without being necessarily very extensive or very long. According to 
the number of normal students who desire to take part, sevC(ral educational 
caravans may be organized to send the students of northern departments to 
the south of the countrY. and those of the interior departments to the seashore, ' 
in thus presenting the country to them from new points of view, they will get 
a better knowledge of it and love it more. _ 
. Later, when these vacation tours have been successfully organized and 
conducted, their range may be extended; they may for instance pass into ad-
joining foreign countries, where primary , education and the study of educa-
tional science are in high esteem. This would be a new source of Wttful 
observations and beneficial comparisons. 
I look for the best results from this daily intercourse of the most distinguiaed 
of our normal pupils during their holiday tour, and hope that it may dissipate 
many provincial prejudices. -
The young t('urists will be expected to write an account of what has partic> 
ular:ly interested them; the best passages of these memoirs may be reproduced 
in the departmental educational bulletins. 
You are requested, Monsieur Ie Recteur, to forward me a list o{ the nonna! 
pupils who have obtained the complete certificate for 1879 and 1880 lind whom 
you recommend for the first expedition, to 'be organized during tile coming 
' holidays. immediately after the close of the session of July, you will add the 
!lames of the new students who have ·r.~lved the complete certificaft. I 
, shali inform fon at what date, to what part of the country, and .nder what 
eoriiticml1 tlIf fint tour of the normal p1Ipi1I1rill talH place, -
R .. pttU'1111, ao" 1VJiN I'da,", ' 
Illflll'" " NIH r",mHIIM ,III. AI'II,~ 
I 
;' 
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PEDAGOGICS. 
PRIN. C. W. TUFTS, Sheboygan. Wisconsin. 
People in general have long- had 'an idea that anyone can 
te'ach, if he has a good liberal edu'cation. If he onfy under-
stands what is to be taught, there is no question as to whether 
he understands how he is going to teach. 
This prevalent opinion is gradually changing. The change 
came long ago to Germany and most European countries, so 
that there' teaching is' a true profession, and not a mere tempo-
rary occupation, as it is with us. Germany trains hr teachers 
as she does her soldiers, and allows none to teach without this 
training. As a result, she has the best school system the world 
has ever known. In this country, I.·he first step toward the 
special training of teachers was taken in 1839, when Cyrus 
Pierce, at L~xington, . Mass., founded the first American Normal 
School. From this small 'beginnipg has the work gone on, 
until to·day we have 'in our land nearly two hundred ot these 
useful institutions. Yet useful as they are, they meet only a part 
of the demand. They are calculated to train teachers chiefly 
for ,the lower grades, and do not reach our college graduates 
who are to: become teachers in academies and higher schools. 
To meet this last want, we have again followed the example of 
EuroI?e; and established in , the leading American universities 
professorships whose special province is the science and method 
o( teaching. These do not ' in any sense conflict with normal 
~e.hools, for normal schools seek merely to impart an empirical 
Knowledge of method. They teach an art, and not a' science 
-the art of teaching- according to rule, as the word , norma-
a rule-implies. The chairs of education in -universities, on the 
bthe~ hand, teach' merely a science, and leave each one to make 
his own art. A person, with an arithmetic open before him, or 
, by remembering the rule, may be 'able. to work out an example, 
but if he understands the science o( mathematics he will be able 
. to make his own rule. It is just so in teaching. If one under_ 
/' stands the science of the human mind, if he knows the natural 
orper in which all subjects a.re grasped and' un~erstood, he will 
make his own method and be a successful teacher. If, added to 
this; he has the power of mentally reading each ,one of his 
pup~ls, of making each one feel that his own daily work in 
school is working out his own future, of causing each one to 
prize the privileges of school as he will wish ,he had when they 
are gone, then, as a teacher, he is doubly certain of success. 
Such a science as this it is which the chair of ' pedagogics seeks 
to, impart. But this is merely teaching what to do. In the field 
o(teaching what not to do, pedagogics does, perhaps, a ,greater 
work. ·It pnints' out the rocks and ,hoals on which others 'have 
,been wrecked. It teaches the folly of running too far in ad· 
vance of public opinion. It points 04t the weak pl.aces in the 
present ~yst~m of graded' schools. It puts one on his guarcl 
ag~inst killin'g the individuality of any pupil, against counting 
pupils me~ely as classes, and not as indiyidual~. Thus does 
pedagogics impart instruction on all points which are of the 
utlllost 'ialJ!lortance to · teach~r~. Of th~se who take this course, 
he who hljlS had no experience c.omes out a reacher; ann he who 
is already an' experienced tMcher comes out a better one. 
Finally: it is an absurd mist~ke to ~ay that the coursdn'peda-
gegi<;s is wholly theol'etical, and not, practica.J. .; No movement 
can be purely theorefical. wi ~ h practical men as leaders~ and it is 
, o~ly the most'-practical of men whO are caned to occupy chairs 
of pedagogics--men who have seen, ali teachers .. a lifetime (If 
practice in the teacher's arl , and who have met all the difficulties 
and earned the honors of their profession. Under such men, 
the pr~ctical can neve'r be lost sigpt of in the intricaCies 
of theory. 
THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS NOT A FAILURE. 
Sup't HENRV SABIN,Clinton, Ia. 
RICHARD GRANT WHITE says the public schools are failure. He says it with the air of a man who will not bear 
contradiction . He swings the sword with his stalwart arm, and 
the head is severed from the body. He lifts his lofty foot and kicks 
the carcass into the ditch. And yet, wonderful to relate, the 
school bells still ring, and crowds of girls and boys throng the 
school· room doors: 
Parents, who ought to heed the warnings of so great a man, 
still persist in sending their children to the puplic s~hools. 
Only yesterday I saw the banker's son sitting side by side 
with the son of the day-laborer; the boy whose father counts his 
wealth by thousands of dollars was standing in the same class 
with the boy whose father hardly owns the coat upon his back. 
These men of abundant means send their children to the 
publiC schools because they believe these schools afford a better 
education than can be obtained elsewhere. I can take a reason-
ing, fair minded man into any weli conducted pUblit school, ~ 
and answer conclusively and by actual demonstratio~ the 
arguments of those persons who procl~im the schools a failure. 
Where has Richard Grant White been for the last twenty years i 
In his comparisons he goes back to the days before the rebellion, 
and quotes as an argument the report of the State Superintendent 
of New York for 1862. Verily the descendants of Rip Van 
Winkle are yet abroa~ in the land. His argument would shOw 
that prior to 1866 life and' property were safer in the southern 
s: ates than in New England. The tn'th as history states it. is 
that many crimes known and punished in the northern states 
were not, recognized as crimes; ' or if recognized were not PUlJ-
ished in the old slave days. No sane man who desires to tell 
the truth will say that in thrift, intelligence, and general 
prosperity the states- south of the Ohio and the Potomac have 
ever equaled , the northern section of the republic. It is simply 
a question of fact for history to decide. 
Then he begs the whole question when he refuses to take the 
crime of homicide into the account. He takes his ledger, throws 
out the most important items, and calls upon the worla 'to behold 
the balance against the public school system. ~ 
His other arguments are scarcely worth ~nswering. The 
country has, been overrun with tramps because hard times threw 
so many men out of employment., With the return cjf bette~ , 
days, the race is fast disappearing. , One word however in regard 
to the now famous Norfolk Exanlinations. BeClluse a certain 
number of chil?ren spell "which'" and "when" and "too" 
incorrectly, in one county in Massachusetts, we aTe to discard 
the whole system as 'in every way worthless. All it has done, 
all it can do is of no account in the light of such glaring faults. 
These examinations show us, not the worthlessness of the system, 
so m~ch as the possibilities; what can be done with competent 
teachers under careful supervision. I 
THere is a steady , tide of' advancement in our school affairs. -
'T~ere is a 'strong and growing ten.dency to m'ake the instruction 
i? the funda~ental branches more thQrough, to do more prac-
tIcal work. , But with- this tendency there is ·no dispositi~n ,'to. 
lessen any trainin& or, discipline which is alculated to 'make the, 
.... 
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future ~itizen capable of lifting hiIrl.self to his. proper sphere~ by 
his own unaided efforts. God only knows ·the future of this 
N~tion. We know the past; We know that the ·strength which 
moved -'the arm of th.is nation through four years of civil war, 
'was born and nourished and grew -to 'manhood In the public 
schools of the north. 
_ The remedy which Richard Grant White proposes IS worse' 
than the disease. 
A 'system of pauper schools, in which the poverty of the poor 
man is branded upon his child, can never exist in a free republic. 
As for the increase of crime, insanity, and immorality, i( the 
- increase is a Jact, which is by ~o means certain, its connection 
with the public schools is 'not made clear. 
On the other hand, life and property are safer to day than 
• ever before in the history of the republic. If our public schools 
are to he charged with all the crimes and follies of mankind, it 
is alsa. fair to give them credit for the prosperity, thrift, and 
plenty that everywhere abound. 
There _ are persons like Gail Hamilton and Richard Grant 
White, who look upon poverty as ll: crime; who regard ignorance 
as the natural inheritance of the laborer; who believe that "all 
higher education is a special privilege reserved only for those 
who are are able to pay· for it." 
The best answer we can make to these assertions is to go 
- steadily on improving our schools; making the system more 
elastic; studying to shape it to the wants of the people; always 
remembering that only "whe~1 we have.made our schools good 
enough fO.r the richest, will they be found good enough fo); the 
poorest." 
CORRESPONDENCE. 
EQ[JJ1'ABLE LEG.~L RECOGNITION OF SCHOLARSHIP AS A 
. QUALIFICATION FOR TEACHING IN THE PUBLIC 
/ SCHOOL B 011' .J.lflC}JI('A1IT. . 
'1'0 tlte EdilOl' of till' W eekly: _ 
It may be t.rite t.o rem3l'k thnt no(,hing eml be 111000e harmful t.o t he public 
school ~ystem than tbe false economy .w~li (Jh exposes tCl1d lers of tested merit 
and prol-en scholarsbip to competition with t.he inexperiencecl and uneducat.ed; 
anclyet, I t hink that. an exalllination or the system for obtaining legal qualiti-
cation to teach in the public schools of Michigan, will reyeal it to be snch, that 
tJlere is little 0 1' no incentive t.o scholarship in m lvecl anel no proper distinction 
made bet,ween the wcll-prepar!)cl and t.hose feeblY,tltted for their \\'ork. 
Gradnates of the Normal School receive stut.e recognition, iudeed; i. e., they 
bave the privilege of teaching without being examined ; cvell in this, however, 
there is an unjust discl'iminatioll which act.s as a pre!nium for the smallest 
preparation. Persons who hu\'e t.he requirements for entl'auce to the ilrst-
class high schools may take a year's pl'Ofessiona.l instruction and graduate from 
the Normal; or a more a'mbitious individilal, who has spent three years in hard 
work in a tlrst,-class high sCbool on English studies, inaJ' enter the Normal-and 
Q'raduate in a year with a Normal Diploma;" a thi rd person, who has gradUated 
~rom a first elllss bigh sellOol in the classical cOUl'se of four years, may enter 
be NorJ;Tlal and complete a course of professional studj' in one year also and 
get It certificate. ' . ' 
No~' I speak for every Normal gl'3duate' of the more complete courses that I 
. bave met, in saying, that the first named class are ·of as much. importance, or 
of 'more, in the out-side world, than tIfe!r more worthy brother~; for, he is a 
Normal graduate and will teach cheaper than his "stuck up" brother. TIlls is 
the practical result in too many cases, however differently it may be regarded 
at headquarters. , _ 
.But let us examine a little farther: these graduate's of the last-named course 
in the Normal School are admitted to the fr~shman elass.in the Universlty_ upon 
examination; an equivafent of their literary attainments Is re<luired of ~~l who 
-enter the llterll:ry department as candidates for degrees; pima facie, a freshman 
of. the University, save the professlona.l work, has the attainments of qualiJled 
tellcChers of the state; but four:years of study may be added to his Ufe, proba'bly 
in the line of mental philosopby with teaching.in view at! a profession; this may 
b~ sllp_plemented by a year of professiona.l work under the direotion,Gf ~h.:practl~ 
~ 
. cal teachers as Olney, Frieze, and others j he may pass a special examination 
on this work; h'e may receive a Teacher's Diploma from the University author-
ities and pay J:ils fee for it ; and yet, In the present legal aspect of the case, he 
has so degenerated by this higher t.raining as to be ignored .totally. 
He is required to pass au examination at least once in two yeurs just a8 the' 
many who have not the ability to enter' a high school eYeil , befoni a township 
superintendent, who may bc a political demagogue of oue year's standing 
whose official duties are for the most part subject to his own judgment, whicb, 
to say the least, is liable to all the weakness of men in such positions. By 
giving one dollar and spending a day once in two years in the presence of this 
angust. personage, probahly in company with and answering the same .questloI\.s 
as his pupils of the preceding year are answering, the "full-fiedged" University 
gl'Oduate may keep his title good to teach in the public schools ,of 'the st~te, 
provided lie has said nothing that would in any way injul'e the political prefer. 
ment of -the all-powerfnl superintendent. 
But why does this abused ma.n uot apply for a State Certificate? In.the first 
1'>lace, the state certificate that is available is intended .for a peculiar class-i. e 
those tbat have been long teaching 'snd desire to bave their experience recog~ 
nized as a partial equiyalent for oue year of profeSSional wOl'k at .the Normnl; 
this certificate it could easily be shown is of no particular advantage to any class 
of teachers. The State Certificate costs fiye dollars, is valid for tcu years o~Jy, 
while under the present system the first grade township certificates aould be 
obtained for ten years, with as little time spent in examination and far less iu 
study for five dollars; since, st ill farthel',' some portions of the state are not' 
handy to the capital and a trip thither might involve the expenditure of flft~ 
dollars or more for tra.Yeling expenses; and, since we ara. not by the prescut 
system reaping the benefit of prOfessional sa.laries through' professiona.1 protec-
tion, the avera.ge pedlfgogue takes his chances <in being able to please the ' 
township supel'intelldent by patronizing his place of bUSiness, it may be, etc. 
We know this policy is a fine one to drive many men who, by their culture 
and ability, conld d,ellluncl good salaries in the teachers' profeSSion but for the 
dastardly competition which t.hey ha.ye to sust.ain with ignorance In some places ; 
m~n who would devot.e t.I~eir life willingly t.o this work, were true merit ~n 
fiau'ly recompensed-to dril'e. these men from thepJ'ofesslon by the 10w standard 
. of the reqllil'llJllents Jor tea<?heJ'~. · Educated men and 'Pen of eXperJenee, vital .-
experience iu tenchillg- lIotdn keeping scllOol simply-are not maid of exam-
ina t ions nncl will welcome the da)c when competence may exclude ('edueatloIial 
tl'Umps" by competitive examinations and not. by undcrbiddi'ng of salaries ' 
t.his system h.ts ground the fa ce of many n competent man who has had to~ " _ 
mnch love fo r his profession to be dl'ived from It for a money considerlltion. 
Any legislatiou (,bat will change tbis state of affairs may yet save the fall' 
name of Micllign.n in ellnc:rtionnl eir~les anci besl.ow a blessing on p~sterity, but 
it cannot come too soon. CIl.-l.S. E. LOWREY, 
0'\ LUME'!', Mlell. . 
-, PRIMARY LE~SONS IN LANGUAGE. 
70 tluEdilor oj tlte Weekly: 
The article Oil Manuscript Wor.k,-p. 290 of the WEEKLY,-contains s~me 
e~ceIlent sugg~stions, Tw~ stri~ing faults of American schools as compared-
wl~h goo~ for~lgn cchools, a[e tile lack of practical driU in language both 
VOIced and wnlten (p, 292), and the want of thoroughness in the exercises: 
that are undertaken in tHi~ line. ~any m.?re than lhe half of ou'r priD!ary ' 
scho.~ls sbo,", these faults 111 sad~emng r<l-Ief. Yet it is in·'the_ primary 
scbool that t/:is seed must be sow!l If at all, There i~ tlie soil, and that' is ilie 
season. Mr. Brigbt, p. 29[, well ~ays that defects in arithmetic will ~ cor: ' 
rected hy the necessity of readiness and cor rectne~s in' actual business. AU 
. life keeps up a dnV in it. Newspaper reading contin~ally urges reference to ~ 
maps, and induces further attainments in gel graphy and history, But the 
style of reading; . the readiness in spelling; and especially the structure Gt" 
language whether b:r .voice or . pen remains , usually' for hfe as tlie p'ri~ar,.. 
school left them. Sloven~y habits, formed then, or' allowed to pass then un-
c~rrected, remain to the end without change. The technical grain\mar of 
hIgher grades shows that they are wrong, but does not correct them Onl ' 
- early daily practice with voice and pen before a f~ithful te~cher, who' has n! 
too' many pupils, _ can give those charms of. intonation and of word seiection 
w~ich, above all .0tQer _ school a.ttainments, ~lIlora~ habits aside) tend t!l kee~ .' 
fnends, and favor, and ,to make bfe happy and belleficent. ' .' 
'. , 
The plans n,commended t9 secure effective "manuscript ,work " and at 01 s~~e time to induce energetic attention by making it perso~all~ intereSlin;' 
gIVen on p. 290, cannot hut work good results.of the most -imPortant char@c- ' 
tel'; and they afford opB<>rt~nity for much culture of'ovo&ai address and eor: -'· 'i,-. 
reetion' oj: faults and manneri8~ of IpU&"~ and alliIud~, Jtll tbJa' iii .... tly --
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the old course which tied the scholar gloomily down to book or slate, and 
held it to be sufficient in the lower grades (p. 294) to learn the use of capitals 
and stops; depending on a future correction of all faults by "putting the 
grammatical text· book in the pupils' hands in the upper grade and th~re giv . 
ng the principles and laws of language systematically.:' 
The truth is that · there is very little law in the English language. . Gram-
mars there are by scores, none of them satisfactory, 1)0 one of them a standard, 
because all are at sea, elCcepting as to some few rules. The chief "system" in 
our language is that of simplicity, which nearly dispenses with case and tense 
variations, and irregUlarities of noun number, adjective comparisons, and 
verb forms. Some philologists express the opinion that English will become 
the ~niversal language of mankind, but that i~ will be a fully simplified dia-
I lect of it, and very possibly a refinement of that- totally undeclined form called 
Pigeon English. So few are the grammatical observances that apply gener-
ally in English that Horace's rule seems to be the best expression of general 
gJ"ammatical principle. ,I Usus quem penes arMtdum est, et jus, et norma 
!.f!quendi" (Usage is the authority as to proper speech). If this be true let us 
lay aside the perplexing books we call grammars, or at least postpone their 
use, and put the children to practice the act-ual use of the language as endorsed 
by Usage. Let them copy their first reading; and; later, write from dictee; 
and. gradually try original composition; and so not only become familiar with 
the modes of expression sanctioned by general use, but also become able to 
construct se.ntences and combine them so as to have the rhetorical quality of 
, expressing the intended meaning exactly, and no other; which is the quintes-
sent ql!ality of all composition. . . 
Then the reqned observations of the grammarians become to a great extent 
understandable and interesting; and those who can take a long school course, 
'or who ar~ to become express students of language, can take up grammars 
of E~glish and other languages ~nd compare them with advantage, and with-
the ple~ure which evident profit gives. ALPHA; 
THE STATES. 
OHIO,-It is proposed by the citizens of Mansfield to more fully equip and 
furnish the Normal College which has been conducted there for two or three 
years past by Prof. y. Fraise Richard. 
A few weeks ago, Sup't W. ~. Tibbals, of.Worthington, in,:ited the minis-
, ters of the town and others, who might be interested in literary work, to meet 
at his residen-ce for the purpose of forming a literary club. The result is 
proving exceedingly satisfactory. The club meets on Monday eve.nings. An 
e~~y is presented by one of the members, and th'en a general discussion of 
the subject follows. The subjects chosen are scientifical, historical, political, 
so£ial, and literary: 
·Mr. Fred Anderegg, of the last class of the Ohio Central NOrmal School, 
is doing' good work in the. schools at Ragersville. 
- Mr. A. 0. Detchou, a classmate of Mr. Anderegg; has \ gone to Colorado, 
. !\ud is there engaged in surveying. 
-Mr. A. J. Potter, of the class of '80, Ann Arbor, is winning golden opinions 
• , ,AI' '. by his faithful work as principal of the grammar school at Worthington. 
Sup't Powell is getting along ni~ely with his school at St. Paris, notwith-
standing the f~rmer superintendent, Mr. G., W. Snyder, has set up a private 
school in opposition. 
MrJ C. H. Crandell, for two years suderintendent of the Worthington 
, ,.schools, has just engaged for the winter in district No. I, two miles north of 
tow.n. 
\ BiJls, pr';lViding for the establish~ent of state normal schools, and 'county 
supervjsion, wil~ be presented to the legislature this winter. Ohio may yet · 
catch up with her younger sisters Wisconsin and Minnesota. 
INDlANA.-The Auburn high scho.ol building was burned on the· night of 
Nov. 30. Irs cost· was $q,ooo. Insured for $7,000. 
The Crawfordsville public schools have been c10sed on account of a case of. 
sCl}r.iet'i'ever in .the family of the jllnitor who resides in the building. 
The State Assodation wiiI be held at Masonic Hall; Indianapoli~, during 
the hoJiday week • . 
, .' Several county institute$- will be held dulling the same week! . 
. The Ji:a. Porte ·County. Teachers' Associatio~ met in tlie hilth school build-
ing, La Porte, Saturday,' December II, at 10 A. M. 0 The fQllowing was the 
program. '10:00. Opening, Exer.ciaes. 10:30. Inallgural addr,esl~By the 
Pre, ident elect, Sup't S. E. Mmer. 11'100 Relatio~ of mel,ltal &cien~e to the 
art of teachi1l8'-:Mis -V'i01~ Ewirs. ,DlacullioJl,lc&dert-C. J. 13r.ow~ J W~ 
lJ. DiCkspn. IIJO. HOw to ,t~ch PIlPll:' to stady-Mi .. lrlaiy,Weat. J)ia. 
. . . 
cussion,leaders-H. J. Johnson; Miss Ella Brickett. 2:30. The art of ques" 
tioning pupils, and errors to be avoided-L. P. Goodhue. Discussion, leaders 
-0. L. Galbreth; Miss Cella Kennedy. 3:30 Miscellaneous bus~ess. 
MICHIGAN:-Prof. Av~ry, formerly of Michigan, is now deliverin2 lectures 
on the electridight throughout the state. Iiis lectures are illustrated by very 
complete and brilliant experiments. 
• Dr. Mac Vicar has made a change in the seating of the students at tbe 
Normal. . They are now seat:d, boys and girls, according to classification. ' 
Prof. W. W. Wendell is doing good work in his new field of labor at .Hud-
son. 
The Hillsdale public schools were closed Dec. 3, owing to the quarrels ot 
the school board. 
IOWA.-One of the public school buildings at West Dubuque was burned 
December I. Loss, $2,000; Insurance, $[,000. 
The Institute for Floyd county was a success every way. , One hundred 
and eigh~y.six teachers were in attendance. Co. Supt. Nichols .has called a " ~ 
convention of school officers of the county for February 25, 1881. Prospects 
are fair for a profitable meeting. 
Over 300 students ~re attending Cornell College at Mt. Vernon. 
President Ewing, of Parsons College, preached in Council Bluffs a few 
Sundays ago, and last Sunday President Brooks of Tabor College delivered 
an excelle'n t discourse. in Davenport. 
The Cedar county papers speak in terms of high praise concerning Mrs. 
Curry's iecture before the teacher's association on "Home Life Among the 
ColOnists." Mrs. C. is a veteran in the service-of teaching, and one of the ' . 
best teachers in the state. 
At a meeting of the teachers of the city :SCAools, lhe following preambles 
and resolutions, in reference to the sad affliction sustained.by Mr. !J. P. Lewis 
in the death of his much'beloved wife, were unanimously adopted: . I v-< 
WHEREAS, Our esteemed co· worker, Homer P. Lewis, has been called to 
endure the greatest of eart41y trials. in the loss by death of a dearly ch~rish-
ed and most devoted wife; and 
WHEREAS, In ihe circumstances of his bereavement, its suddenness, and 
the absence from Home, we recognize occasion for additional keenness of an-
guish: . 
ResiJlv~d, That we hereby tender to our afflicted friend our sincerest and 
kindest sympathy; that sympathy which springs from a brotherhood of feeling, 
from a deep appreciation of the holiest of domestic ties, and we commend 
him to the fatherly care of Him "Who doth not willingly afflict."-Daven-
port, Nov. 27,1880. . . . 
The Tama County Teachers' Associl:.tion will be held in Traer beginning 
Friday evening Dec. 31, and closing Saturday January I, 1881. The com-
mittee appointed by the teachers at the close of the County Normal to prepare 
a program for a Holiday Session, have decide<iupon the above as the time ot 
holding said session. The notices of assignment of duty, sent those .on the 
program, hllve been answered promptly, and but a few of those whose _names 
appear on the subjoined program have failed to· notify the committee of their 
willingness to accept the part assigned them. It is earnestly and sincerely 
hoped thatthe program will meet the hearty 'approval of the teachers, and ' 
that the desire for more proficient !york in the schools will lead the teachers 
throughout the county to be present and participate in the exercises. 
Friday Evening, Dec. 31:-Music, Prayer, Music, Salutation, W. H. Brink-
erhoff" Response, F. B. Gault, 'Music, Recitation, E. ,Fletcher, Address, Rev.-
B. C. Cory State Center, Music, T:una County Schools J. P. Hendricks, Dec- -
lamation J. Edwards, MUSic, "Teacher in Society" Supt: A. H. Sterrett, An_ 
nounce~ents; Music. 
I Saturday yan. I, 1881, 9:30 a: m:: Music, Prayer, Music, Paper, "-yvrit. 
ten and OTli!. work in our 'publi.:: schools," F. B. Gault, . Discussion of the 
paper, W. H: Withington, G; S. Dick, Ida Redfield, Emma Yount. Free to 
all. Music, Discussion-Question: "Is it desirable to adopt a graded course 
of study in our Schools? Prof. Maltbie, J. R; Caldwell, F. L. Loveland, 
C. H : Scamaus, Essay, . Miss M. E. Kern, Music, Paper-The Rights anq 
Duties of Teachers in Inflicting Punishment on Pupils,-from a legal stand-
point, Prof. E. C. Ebersole. . 
Afternoon Session. Paper,-uThe best method of teaching Geography," 
Miss }1cCot~ack. Discussion oi the paper. :' W. S. Varner, M. D. Critten-' 
den, Ida Pec}t,. Annie Bruller. Free to all: Music.-"Art Education and 
th~ Teaching of D~wing and writing· in the Publi~ Schools, Miss M. Ster-
re~t~ ~i~cussion of the pape.r 'by Miss M. Morton, Miss Hill, Miss Law ~ 
DllcllSllon-"How milch. and what. Instrll~tion to ,ive in ~hc Recitation," 
Prof. 13nuk.rhoft', MiN E, -M. MUiHr, Jay Echr.,.4e, W. D. Reedy, .,.. H,~ 
Sterrett, MiJl13aIce.r. Paw-"MaImcrt and Horill" )in. 'N. M. ,Ric~, V~. 
~ ,'. . 
:-
~ 
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t6n.1t1 usic. Report of Committee on Resolutions-A. H. Sterrett, W. H. 
Withington, F. B. Gault. Transaction of ~busin~ss. Adjournment. , J. P. 
Hendricks, Miss Ella Fletcher, J. Edwards, CO/~m'tlte. 
WISCONSIN.-C. Smith writes to the Osltkoslt Nortltwestern a very interest· 
iJig report of the Winn"!bago County Te.achers' Association at O~ro last 
month. The indications are that there will be very profitable meehngs of 
. this association this winter. . . 
Prof.]. Q. Emery, of Fort Atkinson, has been chosen to take Prof. Rock· 
wood's place in the Normal faculty at Whitewater. Prof. Rockwood will 
. enter upon his duties at Madison Jan. I. Prof. Culver is an applicant for 
Prof. Emery's present position. 
The Racine A dvocate publishes interesting reports of the teachers 
meetings of that city, written by S. E. Beede, secretary. ' 
Sup't. Gray of Racine writes us that "scrip" there "is the name for an 
order on the treasurer." Good! "Scrip is voted and . drawn, but it is iIP-
_. mediately cashed." Racine teachers are better off than our note in' this ·col. 
umn implied. . 
The school at Chippewa Falls,.E. P. Secor principal, was closed four 
eeks after the destruction of the building by ~re. The .departments have 
- 1:een opened again in the Opera House and other' places, where the young 
dea will be taught to shoot till the new building is completed. 
C. F. Viebahn, of Manitowoc, has accepted the principalshipof Watertow 
. bigh school, salary $1,600. He will not assume the duties of bis new posi-
tion till the first of March next. . 
L. H. Peck, formerly principal of schools at Palmyra, now principal at Rio, 
'was married to his assistant teacher, November 9.· They will continue . to 
teach in the school as before. . 
Mr. John. Kelley, a graduate of Platteville Normal, is. principal of the ~ub. 
lie schools of Fox Lake. . His schools were closed one week on account of 
the prevalence of scarlet fever. 
J .. B. Emery, who holds a life certificate f~om Hon .. J. P. Wi~kersham, of 
Pennsylvania, is principal of schools at Menllan. HIS two assistant teach-
ers are also from . Pennsylvania. Schools were closed one week on accoun t 
of diptheria. ~ ' . 
-Miss Sara Hough, who has been tor some lime one of the most successful 
primary teachers in the Sheboygan schools, has accepted a position in the 
Milwaukee scbools. . -
'The Union School building at Chippewa Falls has been burned, and the 
high scho~{under Prof. Secor, is located in theT~wn Hall. 
A "Public" was given by the Sheboygan Falls high school recently. The 
house was crowded and it was a 'success in alI.respects. 
. The scbools in Neenah were neve.r in better condition than now. The new 
hi b school building has done much to tone up the sentiment and create an 
:interest in educational matters. Prof. H. A. Hobart, the principal, is now ~n his seventh year. During this time he has directed the con~truction of 
new school buildings, both substantial, brick structures. The new high 
two . 11 . . . . h P '1 school building is equal In a Its appointments to any In testate. Upl s, 
patrons, and teachers justly feel proud 01 it, and ' are, seemingly, .re~oubling 
their"efforts in order that they may have a school worthy or-the bUilding. A 
ticeable feature is the good ventilation. The Ruttan system is working ad. 
no . ' . ' . 
. mirably in this building. The high school proper occupies a large, beauhful 
~oom, with a seating capacity of over a hundred, off from which are two large 
pleasant recitation repms. The otller seven rooms are occupied by the differ· 
trades from the Grammar department down to the Primary. At the 
::u;d of the gong, the pupils i!1 alI' the departments p~epare for dismissal, 
n'd march in orde.r from their seats to the yard. This furnishes a fine spec· 
a ·cle. Prof. Hobart holds an enviable position in the sympathies of his pupils 
ta d atrons, as he justly should, after over six years hard toil for . their best ::ter~sts. In the high school he is assisted by Miss Mary G. Van Olinda, 
who is very able in the class·room. In fact, the whole c.orps of teachers (14 
n numlier) is we11 selected. Large classes are graduated every year,' and 
~many of the alumni return each year to take a po~t~graduate course. School 
alters in Neenah certainly present a very promlsmg aspect, and reflect great 
:edit upon aU connected wi th them. 
The school board of Black River Falls has decided to employ a special 
, cher of drawing instead of elocution. Miss Wheeler, of Chicago, formerly :r Racine, is the teacher of drawing, and is a fine artist. Miss ,T;qrlor, 5'f the 
Woodstock, 111., public schools, has charge of the grammar school, a position 
ormerly held by Miss Sprague. There are ten teachers in the school., all in 
one building. . . ' . . 
'Miss Re1ie~ca Darnell ~ principal of-schools lit'Taylor. J. H. Reed is principal of schools afBald!fin: ' 
Co. Supt. C. L. Hubbs has opened an educafional column in the 'Jefftrson 
C!'unty Union. Under his administration a building has been erected on th~ 
fair grounds devoted entirely to educational purposes. The cost of the build~ 
ing was borne by the schools of the county, each paying $2.50. 
ILLINOls.-Chanpaign military matters seem to be in good shape this year 
Lieut. Wood takes care to make his instruction as practical and interesting. 
as possible. It is thought to be a mistake that the sophomores become non· ' 
commissioned officers before they have the study of tachcs, but these little dif-
ficulties will doubtless disappear when the reorganization is completed.--
Hon. G. R. Wendling lectured at Champaign Dec. 4, under the auspices of 
the Scientific Associati~l).--The junior class are to have a banquet at the 
St. Nlcbolas ·on Thanksgiving eve.-. -H. H~ Morgan, principal of St. Louis 
high school has recently donated to the university fifty illustrated volumes of-
"British Poets." ---The (ollowing are our this year's contribution to the 
Mississippi river survey. T. H. ~acon, F. B. Maltby, G. K. Peart, C. V. 
Brainard, C. S. Hubbel1.--Prof. Burrill; .as botanist of the state board or ' 
agriculture. has just issued a pamphlet en tit led "First Annual Keport upon 
Useful and Noxious Plants."--Dr. Peabody, on Nov. 6, gave;the senior 
class a reception at his residence.--M. D. Hatch of '84 is 'principal of 
Yorkville high school. . . 
M,'sctllnntous.-Principaf Herrick of Lena conducts an educational' de-
partment in the Star of that place.---Letia schools devote the last session 
of three Fridays of the month to literary exercises.--Among the things for 
which Freeport school board reserves the right to dismiss a teacher at any 
ime, is marriage. The board feel that, other things being equal, unmarried ~adies are preferred.---Supt. Tfainer of Macon has published a sheet for 
.the country schools giving a plan of Friday examihations for the months of ' 
December and January. A book store advertisement on one of the four pages' 
probably pays the expense of printing.--E. 1. Loomis is a' Macon county , 
teacher who occupies the same school room now as.twenty.four years ago.-, -
The Freedom Teachers' Club met at Harding, LaSalle county,!'f0v. 20. This 
is in no sense a teachers' institute, but IS an organization for the study of nat· 
ural science, English literature, etc.--Highland, Madison county, has a 
well equipped gymnas ium. Louis J. Appel teaches the boys' class, while Ar. 
thur Oehler, one of the teachers of the public schools, has charge of the girls' 
class. --Miss Minnie Foote of Galesburg high school has received leave of 
absence for the.winter, that she may 'go south for her health.--Galesburg 
will not have music taught in her schools. They had an offer o( two weeks' 
free instruction and refused to accept it.~Moline night schools enroll 
ninety pupils.--Springfield schools have semi.monthly rhe.orical' exercises 
in the high school chapel. Those of Nov. 19 are commended in city papers. 
--Miss Emily Smith, assistant state entomologist of Illinois, has been elect. 
ed to membership in the London Scientific Association. We are glad to 
hear good things of American students who go abroad.--Sullivan schools 
had but four tardinesse's during the second week of November. This is not 
the b~t record that could be shown, but it is better than many schools af the 
country.--Hedding College, Abingdon, has ap'plied for membe~hip in the 
Inter.Collegiate Contcst.---Neponset schools have had a little trouble 
lately.- Victor Lyford is a teacher and F. 1. Wells is the father of a bad boy. 
The teacher whipped the aforesaid boy whereupon the aforesaid parent went 
to school for vengeance and there was another fel10w whipped, and it wa s 
not "the teacher either. . 
Pikt Cout,ty Teachers' Association held its fourth annual meeting Nov. 26 
and 27 at Griggsville. On the 'program~ we find "Lecture, 'Applications of ' 
Science in the Nineteenth Century,' Pres. J. M. Gregory." Among the 
other subjects were "Shall our schools mak~ an exhibit at the next .county 
fair?" "Class exercise in primary arithmetic, Grupe's Method" "Scho.ol, 
AmusementS," "School text·books," "The public high school," "Electricity," 
"Proper and improper methods of discipline," "Reading," "Examina~ionsi" 
"CoUrse of study. in ungraded ~chools." Among the participants ' were tlie 
names of J. G. Webster, I. C. Swan, Miss Goodspeed, U. B. KeQ.nedy, 
Prof. Auderson, .C. L. Benbrook, G. C. Lock, A. L. Ives, John Shastiq.,9. 
w. Smith, Ella Be!1td, J. L. Hartwell, Lizzie Higgins, M. L. Benbrook, A. 
C. Bentley, J. B. Gregg, D. McIntyre, L. S. Johns, W; R. Hatfield, J. L. 
Dobbin, A .. C. Mason, W. D. Bigelow, Walter Bentley, Wm. Triplett, L. R. 
Homer, John .Widby, J. P. Lucas, Maggie Mullady, D. R. Hatch, W,'N'. ' 
Ferris, W. H. Crow. R. M:"Hitch; J. L. Hartw~ll, 'and Silas Clark were tHe 
executive committee. . ' , 
C'a~ Coulny held an institute at Flora Nov. zo. Supt. S!IIitb presided 'in';" 
the forenoOn and 8. S. Galiher was chosen' preei~t £01' the afterDoon. w. 
F. FuSon w .. . Iecretaiy. PrOf. MUls 'beiq ablent,, )fr. Smith wu request.~ 
(CoDGhIdN ~~.~) 
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THE LIBRARY. 
THE MAGAZINES. 
rnternational. R evie1(J, December. State Support of Denominational 
Schools in England 1. Rev. R. W. Dale, D. D, English Philosophy and 
; ~ English Philosophers. Daniel Greenleaf Thompson, Alexander Von Hum-
-boldt in Politics. ' Karl Blind. Bush Life. I. Walter Chamberlain, M. P. 
The Drink Problem. Felix L. O;wald, M. D. A Reply to Prof. Bonamy 
Price. Edward Atkinson. The University of Texas. Professor O.car H. 
Cooper. A United States Bankruptcy Statute. Han. John Lowell. Two 
Poems.-Love's Gain, -Love's Gift. F. W. Bourdillion. Contemporary 
Literature. Price, by mail, 50 cents. Five dollars a year. Puolished 
monthly. A. S. Barnes & Co., III & 1I3 William S'reet, New York •. 
Education, No. II., (Nov. and Dec.)-This new Magazine, published by 
Mr. ,Bicknell, Boston, contains the following list of articles on education, val-
uable for all thoughtful readers: Results of Meth'ods of Teaching; by Hon. 
J. W. Dickinson, Mass. Technical Training in American Schools; by Dr. 
~' E. E. White, Ind. The Quincy Method; by Han. B. G. Northrop, Conn. 
The Renascence and its Influence on Education; by Rev. R. G. Quick, A. M. 
, " England. Schopenhauer on Education; Translated by Prof. Hall, Cam-
bridge, Mass. Mo~al Training in Public Schools; by George Howland, A. 
M., Ill. Over a New Road; by Anna C. Brackett, New York. An Experi. 
ment in Reading Greek; by Prof. A. ' C. Merriman, Ph.D., N. Y. Object 
Teaching; by N. A. Calkins, New York. Learning or Training; by S. N. 
Fellows, D. D.; Iowa. Editorials: Thomas Hughes and New Rugby; Edu-
cation and Property; The Educational side of Missionary Work; French 
Technical Education; Bibliography. 
Popular Scimce MIJnthly for December: The Development of Political In-
stitutions. By Herbert Spencer' II . Political Organization in general. 
Science and. Culture. By Professor T. H. Huxley, F. R. S. Experiments 
with the "Jumpers" of Maine. By Geo~ge M. Beard, M. D. The August 
Meteors'_ By W. F. DenlJing. (Illustrated.) The Early Practice of Medi-
cine by Women_ By Professor H. Carrington BJlton, Ph. D. Methods in ' 
I~dustrial Education: ~y Professor S. P. Thompson; The Migr.ations of 
Fishes. By Dr. Fnednch HeIncke. Domestic Motors. I WInd and 
Water Power. By Charles M. Lun§ren. (Illustrated.) Indigestion as a 
'Cause Of Nervous Dep'ression . By 'Ff Lauder Brunton, M. D., F. R. S. 
Onental Music.. By S. A'ustm Pearce, Mus. D., Oxon. , The Sabbath. 1. 
By Professor John Tyndall, F: R. S. Sketch of Professor Dumas. By A, W . 
Hofmann. (With Portrait.) Correspondence. Editor's Table. Literary ' 
Notices. Popular Miscellany. Notes. . · , 
Contelll.forar;: R~view, N~vember: The Unity of Nature, III. Ani-
mal InstInct In Its Relation to the Mind of Man. By the Duke 
of Argyll. How to Nationalize the Land. A Radical Solution of 
the , Irish Land Problem. By Alfred R. Wallace. The Relation 
of Christian Belief to National ;Li fe. By the Rev. J. Baldwin Brown. 
P<1rty Politics in the United States. By an American Statesman. The Pro· 
cedure of Deliberative Bodies. By Alexander Bain LL.D. Home Rule 
in Ireland: Its S ~rength as Shown by the Last Two ihections-. By Alfred 
Frisby. The , Prospects of Land Owners. By Prof. W. Stedman Aldis. 
The Future of the Canadian Dominion. By W:lliam Clarke. Old and 
New Japan: or A -Decade of Japanese Progress. By Sir Rutherford Alcock. 
K . C. B. Contemporary Books. The Black Robe. By Wilkie Collins, to 
~, €hapter VII. Price 20 cents. George Munroe, New York. 
NEW BOOKS RECEIVED. 
THE PUBLISHERS' Tft.ADE LIST ANNUAL, 1880. Embracing the latest cata-
logs supplied by the pub!ishers; preceded by an order list for 1880; a 
classified summary and alphabetical reference list of books recorded in the 
Publishers' Weekly from July I, 1879, to ' June 30, 1880, with additional 
titles, corrections, changes of price and publisher, etc. (Forming a Fourth , 
Provisional ~upplement to the American Catalog); and the AmeH~an 
Educational Catalog for 1880, Eighth Year. New York: ,F."Leypoldt, 
. publisher" 13 & 15 Park Row. October, 1880. Price $1.50 net. 
HAPPY SONGS, for D~y Schools and the Home. By Richard S. Thain and 
Mrs. Clara H. Scott. Chicago: Thomas Kane & Co. 1880. Price for 
, examination, lo' cents . . 
REPOJtT OF THE COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION, FOR THE YEAR 1878. 
Washington: Government Printing Officl'. r880. John Eaton, Commis-
sioner of Education., 
THE COM PLETE WORKS OF WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE. With a Life of the 
Poet. Explanatory Foot-notes, Critical Notes, apd a Glossarial Index. 
l-Iarvard Edition. By the Rev: Henry N. Hudson, Professor of Shakes-
peare in Bostc;m University. ,In twenty volumes. Vols. I.-V. Boston: 
Ginn & Hellth. 1880. . 
SHAKESPEA!RE'S TWFLFTH NlGwl'; or W~at You Will. With Introduction, 
and Notes, Ex.planatory and Critical. 'For use in Schools and Families. 
By the Rev: He!lry N. Hudsoll, Professor of Shakespeare in Boston Uni-
, versity: Boston: Ginn & Heath. 1880. ' 
COUNTR.Y LOVE AND Cny LtFE, And , other' Poems. ' By Charles' Henry 
St. Johll. Boston: A.. WI~liams & C~ - '880. . 
Tti .. FRONTIER SCHpGlLMASl'ER; the Autobiography of a Teacher, an ac-
count nqt only, of Experiences in the Schoolroom, but ill Agricultural, Po-
litical, and Military ~ife,.togeth~r with an essay on the "m.~ement of 
our Publ.ic Schools. :By "'/1'lio~aI{ , New YOlk I A. S. ~ ... "Co. W I 
'. 46'.5. Price, fl.JO' .,' . •. ' \'; 
., 
QUEER QUERIES ,: A Collectio~ of Queer, Quaint, and Curious Questions, nn 
a Variety of Subjects. By ye Pedagogue. Price, twenty-live cents. , Dan- ' 
ville, Ind. : "Normal Teacher" Publishing House, J. E. Sherrill, Proprie-
tor. ' 
REPORTS AND PAMPHLETS RECEIVED. 
Catalog of the Officers and Students of Amherst College, for the Academical 
year 1880-8 1. Amherst, ~Iass. Rev. Julius H. Seelye, D. D., LL. D., 
President. 
7 he Education of the Negro; Its Rise, Progress, and Present Status; being 
an Address Delivered before the National Educational Association at its 
late Meeting at Chautauqua,_New York. ,By Hon; Gustavus J. Orr, LL.D .• 
State School Commissioner of Georgia. 
Rep01" of the State School Commissioner of Georgia to the General Assembly, 
Submitt~d in November, 1880, and Covering the Educational Operations 
of 1879 and 1880. ' Gustavus J. Or~, State School Commissioner. 
Pr£ma1')1 Fridays. Edited by Helen Gilbert. S. R. Winchell & Co., Chicago, 
111. Paper. 25 cents. 
This is just what teachers of primary schools and of ungraded 
schools where there are little children, have long needed. It is 
always easy to find among the many books made for the purpose, 
suitable. recitations for the Friday afternoons of older pupils; 
but the little ones have a harder time in finding their exercises, 
in which, often -times, they ,take more interest than their larger 
brothers al1(~ sisters. "It is just what we have wanted," will .. be 
tbe verdict of those teachers who use "Primary Fridays." 
As a substitute for the regular reading book at those occasional 
exercises which all' good teachers hold, this little book will be 
found valuable in· many schools. The editor, when herself en~ 
gaged in Primary teaching, heard the poems recited by her pupils, 
and such practical test is best 'of all. , 
,Some of the poems are original with ner, more are selected 
and from the best of writers for the young. 
THE HOME. 
[Written for THB EDUC,ATIONAL , WEEKLY.] 
SQUARING THE CIRCLE. 
God perpetually Geometrizes.-PUTO. 
By TARPLEY STARR, Virginia. 
The famous Proposition 1!' (P) , 
Has divers solvers of its own. , 
One savant sneers, "It can't be done I" 1 
One sees it plain as A, B; C, 
"A miracle in stone!'" 
And what must the unlearned do 
When Doctors of the Schools fall out-
. Must we hold science wrapt in doubt 
Until they work her mysteries through? 
. Or turn and face about? 
The "two times two" sage little one 
Stares with due doubt in big round eyes 
At all our crooked " x + y's," 
• 'Extract the root ?"-" That cant be d01u 
Except for tt~th. /" he cries. 
Ah! schoolmen, wise or otherwise, 
Can we make pride stand without base? 
Or, square Conceit to its small ,case ? 
Or make a mole see with straight eyes 
- What molecules it can trace? 
Our ~ise (v's) and ex-wise (xy's) h,ave their day! 
But, classes higher up no doubt -
Wonder what problems we're about. 
Yet, on Life's blackboard, in our way, 
We Freshmen work them out. 
, 
Perhaps-perhaps-in God's high ,schools, 
Where our poor" Unknown" is the" Known," 
With plus and Jllinus 'changed or gone, 
New coefficients, ~igtis, and Rules, ' 
May make " THE THREE" count "ONE !" 
Ii 'd' "Some so-called Geometers think Ihe circle can be squared. To square,tbe circle ia to , nih, IZ4l:1 area of Ih. clrole •..••• Thll problem Is Impollible.-Edlleallmal W""IJi. 
•• Dr. $lllIj 10 hlo hoole, "II. Mlraclt 10 Ston.," lay.: "Tbe Greal Pyramicll. r .. lI, a 
a mlmlo.lal 01 Ibo 'If pr-illo", • (, •• JlOW' .dliIlllC6 to b. praolloally IXhlbtWIl ilr III,. P11'11111 d," . .-r'- . . ,,_ 
."" , 
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Then let"s nOl boast, at any rate-
Since our great " xy's after all 
May be but like the nursery scrawl 
That baby leaves upon the slate, 
HIGH SCIENCE, done in "small." 
Meanwhile let's square our circle: Thus-
To fill L ift's 1'ozm d with all that's l air 
7'0 God and man 6y rule and square ! 
Surely this can't be wrong for us, 
And must "work right" UP TH ERE. 
BESSEMER STEEL. 
"HERE is a conundrum for ~ou,.boys," said ~,e!bert. "What 
is the most valuable thmg III the world? 
"Ho " said Oscar, " that's easy enough, everybody knuws that 
, , 
gold is." 
" No;" said Herbert, shaking his head ; " it is not gold. Try 
again. " 
"Is it iron?" asked John. 
"Yes," replied Her,bert. ' ~ I suppose that iron, if we include 
all the various kinds, such as wrought iron, cast iron and steel, 
is of more value than any other one thing in the world." 
This conversation took place on the platform of a railway car 
just leaving the city of Pittsburg. The speakers were ,Mr. Her-
bert Wallaston, his cousin John, who was about twelve years 
older, and a friend of John's called Oscar. Mr. Wallaston had 
just graduated at a scientific school, and now he took great 
-pleasure in showing and teaching John all he could about the 
curious facts of science, . in their various walks and excursions. 
At present they had just left Pittsburg on an expedition to the 
little town of Bessemer to see the great steel works. 
"Now," said Herbert, " while we are riding along, you shall 
,. , be th~ audience and I shall be the Professor, and I will give you 
a lecture on hon ." 
" That's good," said Oscar, "I should like it ever so much." 
"Ladies and gentlemem," began Herbert,-
"But there are no ladies," said Oscar. 
, tHush!tI replied Herbert, " you must not interrupt the lect-
urer; besides, that is the way they always begin." 
"Iron is a metal; it is one of the strongest metals that there is. 
A bar so big round"-here Herbert held up his fingers in the 
fo-rm of a circle about an inch and a half in diameter-"will hold 
50 ,000 pounds. You ' can form some idea of this enormous 
weight if you imagine twenty· five coal ,carts tied together and 
hung on to a bar of this' si~e. " 
"My!" said Oscar, 'in a low tone, "what a strIng of carts. 
I should think the horses would kick." ~ 
" If," continued Herbert, "you put the iron into a furnace 
with some coal and heat it very hot it will rr.elt, a~d then by 
pouring it into a mold it may be cast into any shape you please:" 
"Just as -we cast some ,lead bullets the other day?" asked 
John. 
"Yes," answered Herbert; "jus't like that. When the iron is 
- melted in the furnace," he continued, "it, absorbs part of the 
aoal,"-
"How does it do that?" asked Oscar. 
" No one knows exactly how," said Herbert; "but this coat 
has a peculiar effect, and makes the iron brittle." • 
"Yes," said John, "I tried to use the stove cover the other 
day for a hammer and broke it.." , 
lilAh," replied Herbert, "if breaking a stove, cover will teach 
y~u that cast iron is brittle it ~ill be a ver-y .cheap way.of learn-
ing an important fac~. Steel IS ma:de from,lToP by takmg a.part 
of this. coal, or ' carbon, as, it is ~cientifically called, out of the 
iron. " 
" But," said Oscar, "you said that the carboll made the iron 
brittle, and steel is very strong." 
"True," replied Herbert, " a good deal of carbon does make 
the iron brittle ; but if we take some of it out , and leave only a 
very little, it makes a compound wh ich is very strong, and this 
we call steeL" ' 
"I understand that," said Oscar. 
"No," answered Herbert, "no one understands it; they QIliy 
know that this is a fact. About twelve or fifteen years ago an 
English gentleman named Mr. Bessemer discovered that by 
melting the iron, and then blowing air into it, the air would 
burn the carbon out ; and by carefully watching the process they 
could find out just when to stop the air in order to leave the 
right amount of carbon for the steeL" 
"And is this kind of steel, made by blowing air into melted 
iron, what thp\T call 'Bessemer steel?-" aske<;l John. 
" Yes," said Herbert, "and a great improvement it is. III this 
way they can make several tons of steel in a few minutes by blQw-
ing air into the iron just as it comes from the blast, furnace, where 
it is made from the ore; while 'by the old ways it would take a 
g~od many days;" 
" I should think they ~ould use steel for almost everything , 
now," said John. 
'''It is being used a great deal," continued Herbert. "Almost 
all the rails for the railroads are now made from steel. In Fran'c~ 
there have been a number of large ships made entirely from it. 
At St. Louis one of the largest bridges in America is built or' va-
rious kinds of steel, and it is expected to' be ,used in the ' great 
East River Bridge now being constructed between New York 
and Brooklyn. It is very ,probable that before long steel will 
take the place vf i! on to a large extent. But here we are at the 
station, and so.1 must end my lecture." 
"Will you explain to us sometime how they make the iron out 
of the' ore?" asked Oscar. 
"Perhaps' so," replied Herbert. "I like to explain things to 






- What is the difference between the sun and Iiread? The sun rises in the 
east, and the bread rises with yeast in it. 
- Why does a dog go round and round after his tail? Because he can't 
go across lo:s. ' 
-Why is sympathy like a man playing at blind·inan's-buff ? Because it is 
a fellow feeling for a fellow creature. ' 
-A school teacher recently electrified her pupils, who were annoying her 
with questions: "Cllildren, I am engaged." , Noticing the general) ->ok of 
astonishmenf, she added, "but not to any fool of a: man," and the excitement 
died away. . 
-A distinguished writer says, "I resolved, when I was a child, never to use 
a word which I co~ld not p~onounce bef?re my mot~er Without offending ' 
her." He kept hiS resolution, and became a pure-mmded, noble, bonored 
gentleman. 
-A little child was eating her breakfast with a spoon, and the sun shone 
in upon her 'little mess.of broth. As she lifted a spoonful to her mouth, she 
said, ','Mother, what do you think?-1 have eaten a spoonful of sunshine." 
-A little five-year,old Kansas girl being 'told by her Sunday school teach-
er that Lot's wife was turned into a pillar of &alt, a!;ked~f they put her into 
a pillow case. 
-Here's a body-there's a bed I , 
There's a pillow-here's a head! 
. There's a curtain-here's a light! 
, There's a puff-and so good-night I 
-"You ~e an an..tiquarian, Sir. I" cried an ardenryoung lady to otui old 
{riend. , "Ol?- no," said he, &'1 have not ~e,ho~or of being an adfe~iv~;: I 
am only a simple noun-only an antiquary." -:' 
. . 
/ -
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to take his subject, "How to make Gr~mmar interesting!' Next in order was 
a general discussiol) by the members of the Institute. Adjournme~t was ~en NEWS RECORD CLOSING ·MONDAY, DECEMBER 6,1880, 
taken until 2 o'clock, P. M . . House called to order at the aPPOinted ' tl~e. -The University of Kansas, at Lawrence, has just received a muni6cent 
S. S. Galliher was then chosen Chairman. Singing followed: The sdbJect bequest from the late Mr. Spooner, a wealthy Bostonian, who .leaves about 
o'f the' best methods of teaching history was then discussed by W. F. Filson half a million dollars. The special bequests amount to about $50,000, and 
and others. The subject of Geography was presented by Miss Emma Lick. the balance of the estate is to be divided equally between Oberlin College and 
Goveniment Surveying was then treated by A. H. Moore. Select Reading the University of Kansas. 
by Miss Lecta Presley, selection, "An order fur a Portrait." Essay, by Miss _ . -A syndicate has been form.ed at New York to take subscriptions for the 
Alice Wright, subject, "No Excellence without Labor." Spelling, conduc.ted De Lessepi Panama Canal project. \. 
by R. H. Henry, all the members taking part. Moved that the next. meeti,ng _ William Preston Johnston, LL D., a graduate 'of Yale, has been selected 
be held at Clay City on the third Saturday in December, 1880. Carned. 1 he President of the Louisiana University. 
meeting then adjourned. . . -Two more Atlantic cables are to be laid, connecting Europe and Amer-
Burtau County reports a successful institute at Walnut, Nov. 14. Pnn. ica. 
Moore was chosen chairman and M. L. Sawyer secretary. Decimals, Reading, --The Pennsylvania railroad officials have ordered all "Bash literature" 
Primary teaching, and Relation of parents and teachers were discussed. out of their depots, and forbidden its sale upon their trains. 
Among the 'participants were Messrs. Hussey, Ball, Bastian, Young,. Mayne -Professor Swing's salary has been raised by the trustees of his church 
and Harrington, and Mrs Kellogg. The next session was held at Mineral, from $7,000 to $10,000. . '. . 
on Saturday, December 4, commencing at 9:30 o'clock. Program. Fore- -The reaction against the anti-Jewish movement in Germany IS becoming 
noon-Hints about teaching, Lewis Dysinger, Providence. Reading, Prof. more perceptible. The Provincial School .Commissioner has recommended 
Haws, Annawan. Afternoon~School Government, H. B: H"lcomb, Wyanet. the governmcnt to dismiss two teachers for their show of animosity toward 
How to teach English Grammar to beginners, Franklin Belknap, Gold. Com- the Jews. 
pulsory Education, by Prof. Hill, Buda. _ The French Government decided to dispose of the crown jewels. They _ 
Normal Notts. -. ,School is fuller than ever before. There are 353 in , the will sell, it is estimated, for 5,000,000 francs, which it is proposed to expend 
normal department though there are desks f?r but 275·-.- We had no school for the improvement of the national museum. . 
Thapksgiving day. A number of the neighborin.g schools must have had two , -The Panama Canal Company is finally taking definite shape. DeLes-
• ' . holipays for quite a flock of old students visited ' us on Friday. Here are seps has completed arrangements for placing the stock on. th~ markets of both 
some of them: 1. L. Betzer, Principal Champaign (E, Side); l"rances Preston, Europe and America, and it is intimated that large subscnptlons have already 
- Principal Blackstone high school, Mendota, Rebecca May, Principal high been agreed upon by European capitalists. The wel.l-known ban~ers, Drexel, 
sch~ ol, Pekin; Daisy HubbardJ,Morris; and Alice McCormick, Naples.--- Morgan ~ Co" J. ~ W. Seligman & Co., and Winslow. Lamer IlL Co., 0 
1. L. Betze~ was examined on two or three studies while here an'd expects to New York, are the American subscription agents. 
- graduate with this senior class.---Profs. Metcalf and DeGarmo report that -Secretary Schurz recommends the placing of the Indians under the juris-
the work of last term in die Grammar school was the most satisfactory they diction of the courts of the states and territories in which they are located. 
have had for a long time.---Mark Hilts teaches near Towanda, Leander This would make the Indians subject to the laws and extend to them the pro-
Messick near Long Hollow, Jo. Daviess Co.---Lyceums have been or~an. tection of the Slime. I . _ 
ized at the Ellsworth and Diamond school houses, McLean county. Chas. -The result of the election of President of the United States was announced 
Waldrick teaches in the former, Walter Blake in the latter. last month; the t.lection actually occurred D<c. I, on the assembling of 
.Miscdlan~uus.-Tonica papers give considerable space to the commenda- the electoral colleges. 
tion o.f the graded school in this "Athens of LaSalle." Prin. Gamble, is -The public gifts made by Mrs. Valeria G. Stone, of Boston, out of her 
efficiently assisted bV Misses Reeder, Smith, and Knipple.---Farmer CIty late husband's estate, amount to about $1,000,000. Among these is $50.,000 
schools had to close for a time on account of the coal famine.---Morris f"r the Chicago Theological Seminary and $150,000 to the Missionary Soci-
- schools have been closed because of the great prevalence of diphtheria.--- ety for support of the Freedman's schools. 
ROCK Island board' of health mean to protect the schools from contagion. No _ The population of Alash, which has been partially enumerated by the 
child whi~h ,has recently had diphtheria can be readmitted without a cer· agents' of the Census Bureau; is estimated at about 3:>,000, of whom only 300 
tificate from the board of health. This certificate is not granted till the are whites. 
, pliysician's certifiCate is seen.-.--.Rldge Farm schools will give a festival -The anti. Jewish movement continues in Germany, surpassing in bitterness . 
Christmas eve to raise funds for the purchase of a-school bell.---A good and intolerance any political mo.vement of th~ last half century. What ren-
delegation from Vermilion will attend the coming session of the State ders it the more melancholy spectacle is that it seems to receive official en-
Teachers' As~ociation.---Here is an item we have given before but we t ,. , 
. couragemen ' . '. 
give the following version of it just to. show how much our exchanges vary Ill_The receipts of hogs at Chicago during November were 1,110,000. head 
their accounts of the same thing, "I. R. Wilkinson, principal of the Elkhart -more than ~veiJlefore received in one month at any market.. . 
school has been fined $10 and costs for whipping one of his scholars. The -The great volcano of the Sandwich ]slands, Mauna Loa, IS bejchmg direct~rs sustain the teacher, however, and have raised money to pay his fine. forth two torrents ofJava of one of whi!=h is over thirty miles in length,frorii one 
The executive committee ' are using every means to thoroughly advertise to two hundred yards wide, and twenty feet deep. The eruption is ac.compa, 
- ~ the meeting of the State Teachers' Association at Springfield Dec. 28, 29, 3°· nied by terrific explosions. - _ 
- 'Any teacher in the state who does nofknow of it and feel to some extc;nt -The Grand Jury in New Xork has brought an indictment for criminal 
interested in it is --, -. If yon never went before, go this year, and you iibel against Philp as. writer, and H~rt, Byrne. and Post as publishers of the 
will not regret it. The program is one of the best arrange!i ever prepared. Morey letter in the paper mis-named Truth. The legal penalty is imprison 
By a blunder in "making up" this column l~t week, a long para~aph?! ment in the penitentiary for one year an<l a fine of $250. 
"Normal Notts" was placed under the heading of IOWA. The mIstake lti 
apparent to all who see it, but it is no less annoying to the editors than their 
. -subscribers. ' 
======= 
-Contributions to the -stock of "pieces to speak" are com-
- :iog thick and f~t these days. , Among the latest is No. 4 of the 
"Ten Times Ten Series," published by J. H. Butler & Co., of 
. P~iladelp}lia.. It consists of ODe. hundred selection.s for use, i~ 
public a'ad -pri¥ate schools, o? the pl~tfor~, at the teacher S 
desk, and by the family fireside. -It IS edited by J. P. Mc_. 
Cas)c.ey. Price, in 'paper covers, 35 cents; - cloth, extra, 75-
. ..< 
One Experience from l\lany. 
"I had been sick and miserable so long and bad caused my husband so 
much trouble and expense, no one seemed to know. v:hat ailed me, that I 
was completely. disheartened and discouraged_ In thIS lram~ of mmd I got 
a bottle of Hop Bitters and I used them unknown to my famtly: I soon b,:-
gan to improve and gained so fast that my husband and famtly thougbt ,It 
strange and unnatural but when I told them what had helped me, they saId 
"Hurrah for Hop 'Bitters! long may they prosper, for they have made moth-
er well and us happy."-The Mother,-Home Journal. 
-Lts En/anls ttrri";u. "Pa, what does it rain for?" 
"It rains to make the corn grow and all ' the good things in the fields and 
gardens ~t you like so well-the strawberries, and cherries, and apples:" 
"But then, why does it rain on the streets?" 
-_. -Dec. 9, ' 1880] . Tile -Educational W eek~y. 
ADVANTA GES OF GRADING 
SCHOOLS. 
COUNTRY 
STATE SUPT. W. C. WHITFORD, Wisconsin. 
-Richard Grant White's denunciation of the public schoo.1s', 
published in the No;th American,Review, is receiving the con-
demnation of the press throughout the- whole .country., Mr .. 
White has again demonstrated his capacity for quibbling and 
criticism, but his entire lack of ability to discuss a great question 
logically or philosophically. 
-The Country Ge~ile1Jlan (Albany, N. 'Y.) gives a good 
article on Winter Ventilation in its number for Nov. 25, prob-
ably from the pen of J. J. Thomas. The common headache 
and dullness of schools is accounted for by the stateJ:tlents made, . 
which show that in a room containing 100 scholars the
' 
air be- . 
comes vitiated soon, no matter how large . and lofty the room, 
unless the openings for the. discharge of used air and for the ad-
mission of fresh measure altogether six square feet in area. 
I 
The simpl~ method of admitting fresh air between the sasht!s at 
their. junction-by putting a strip, three inches w~de and as long 
EVIDENCE shows that wherever plans have been adopted for ' systematizing the' instruction and classifying the 
pupils in the country schools, they have ten~ed, in ,thos.e 
places, to improve the attendan:e, of the p~p11s, makmg. 1t 
larger and more regular. In prov1dmg a defimte system ?f m-
struction, it checks the tendency to the constant changes of 
t'!achers, and it lengthens ·the terms .in m~ny schools, making 
them in the elementary ones, more uniform in this respect. In 
some'districts, it has already aided in correcting the evils arising 
from too great a diversity of school-books. It removes, more 
than any other expedient, the irregular and unbalanced culture, 
limited though . it be, of ~any pupils from sixteen to twenty 
'years of age: This system requires that the pupil's mind shall 
be symmetrically developed, and that he shall ~e adequately 
fitted for practical life by the ' careful study of all the common 
branches. It serves to prevent the advancement of pupils to 
higher grades 9 s.tudy, when ?ot entitled .to such promotion ?y 
their attainments m scholarsh1p. It supplIes a most healthful m-
centive for the pupils to complete the full course of the element-
ary studies. Too often the case occurs that ,they are compelled 
as the sill, under the lower one, to lift it as much-is recom- .. ' 
mended. It admits the air from without in thin sheets; and 
gives it an upward direction, so that it may be well mixed with 
the warm interior air before touching any occupant of the room. 
But . there must be an outlet i-the stove flue answers, for two or 
three inmates. The ventilation of our blo.od is so constantly -0 
I 
.. to l?uri;ue the same partt of the same subjeet, term after term, 
until all ambition is d.ead and no serious effort is made to ad-
vance in knowledge. A definite course of study helps the pupils 
to do more work in a given time, as it divides their work into 
uccessive steps, and thus shows them how much they must 'ac-s . 
complish, and how fast -they are progreS!!ing. It decides for 
ach incoming teacher, by the complete records which are kept, e , . 
hat branches each pupIl 1S prepared to take up at tHe opening 
wf the term; and it guides the teacher in arranging the pro-
;rammc of the recitations and the hours of study f.)r all the 
, upils in his school. It educates the people of the school-~istricts, both pare~ts and sch091, boards} so that they-will soon 
demand that the instruction given the children shall be more 
systematic and c;:omplete. Upon proper trial, many teachers 
become enthusiastic in the support of this scheme; and, with 
necessary, we may say during every s(;!cond of our lives from tlle , : 
moment of birth to the article of death, sleeping and waking, t "-
that o~r : breathing apparatus enables us to inhale fresh air at 
every inspiration (if we are not deprived of it by our surround-
ngs), even when one or both 'of our nostrils are closed. Butthe 
rooms we inhabit must have both inhaling and exhaling nostrils, . 
each separate from the other and each rightly pla«ed. In winteI' 
the inhalation must be aloft if. it 'brings cold breath, and the ex_ -
haling at the floor. But if warm air enters, it, being light and ,'. 
rising, should also enter at die floor, as d.istant from the outlet as 
practicable. , 
There is great advantage ' to the delicate organ~ of the voice, 
and to the general h~alth,' in accustoming ourselves ~o inhale 
through the nostrils, and not through the. mouth. Childre~ 
should be habituated to this by the watchful care of the mother 
from their earliest life. 
the changed conditions in their schools, they perform more' , PUBLISHERS' NO.TES. 
satisfactory work before their classes. It -assists . each county -~on. James P. Slade, State Superintendent of Public Instruction, Illinois, 
. . . " th " t t' . . . writes as follows respecting Emerson's Binders, under date of Dec. 4, 1880: 
superintendent m .ascertamlDg, .e precise 'ms rue 10n glVen I~ " Your Eml!rson Bindtrs work likt a charm. I. wondtrJ did .. ot ord!!r tlum 
each school; and 1t enables h1m, when adopted throughout 'hiS sooner, now that I Stt /row convenient they "art." • 
county, to direct more judiciously the entire wor,k done in the - Your .paper is the best that comes to me, and I do take otliers.-prin. 
. h 1 A. C. Wallin, Prairit du Chien, Wir. . , 
Schools ·therein. It induces economy In sc 00 management, as 
-Extra copies of many different educational journals ar~ sent to me, b~t I 
it reduces, by establishing a thorough cla,ssificati6h, the number prefer the WEEKLY, and yo~ can count me a perpetual ,su1is~rib~r as long as 
of daily recitatiops usually heard in our country schools. It en · -- is on your staff,-Pnn. C. W. Tufts, Sheb"ygan, WIS. ¥ 
, d h d f h' -The Dictionary Holder came all right and worKs splendidly. I like it 
C'ourages the use, of the most approve met 0 s 0 teac mg C. W. -r.,.. s.'.. Wi' ' 
-first rate.-Prin. . ... ".Ils, nevoygan, 's. , 
every step in the several branches pursued in these schools; and, -I think the plan of Mason's Problems an admirable One,-Prin. Mardus 
therefore, the employment of the teachers who are best versed L·. Eslen, EaSl Providence, R. I. . . 
, . d -I think your plan will work well. I am delighted with it.-A. W. L.vnch., in these methods. If prepares a school to be gove~ne more Marion C. H., S. C. . ' 
easily, as it supplies the most influential motives t~ guide the - The WEEKLY is the best suited to tlie wants ofteachers gene~lly of any 
, h . k Ch'ld ' . f 0 ne dlstr1'ct to an educational publication I have ever seen.-Jasptr Vale, H01ll,er, Minn. . ._ p,upils in t e1r wor. . I renmovlD~_ 1 m. 0 ., ~ -HORSFORD'S ACID ,PHOSPHATE in the restoration of weakened energy. .. 
other experience less d1fficulty m findmg the1r proper posItion and impaired vitality, is wonderfully successful. , 
/l:n the new sch. 001, as the instruction.in all th.e districts· is quite -H. B. Byrant's Chicago Business College isthe."West Point" for business , 
training. Its .classes are always well filled and thoroughly, instructed.-
uniform in consequence' of the grading. It paves the way for the Feeble Ladles, , . . . , , ' . 
. formati~n of high schools in the· towns ' or adjacent villages) by Those languid, tiresome sensations, causing you to feel ~carcely able to be , 
. f h h I on your feet; that constant drain that is, taken from your system all its , . 
the graduation of' pupils in the studies 0 t e COmJllon {sc 00 elasticity; driving the bloom from your cheeks; that continual'straili \ up~n . , 
course'7From Circular on flu 'Grading SYs.tem jor the Country your vital forces, rendering you irritable an!1.fretful, can ea:;ily.be re~ovjld ~_ 
by the use of that marvelous remj!dy, Hop Bitters. rrregul!\rities and ob. 
Schools qf Wjsconst'n. structions of your system are reliev.ed at once, while the 'speciaf cause of Pl;~_ 
" ' . a1 ble help to any teacher . ...;"N. L. Cramer P01;t.odica1 pain is permantly removed. " Will you be,ed this ?-€indn"ati St¢Ur~ 
- " our paper is a very v ua " , ' • da" Nig/it. . '_' , 
land, Conn., . ,- , 
\ 
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ESTERBRCOX' & COl'S 
STEEL_PENS 
Especiany adapted for Schools and Business purposes. "The most 
popular Pens in Uf:le." UDSUrpassed in qua~ty, and of Genuine American 
Manufacture. For Sale by all Dealers. 
./ 
WAREHOUSE, 26 JOHN STREET, N'EW YO~K. 
S~ ca.-d, "rotaining 6 Pens. ~P.,t blllJrail tot' 10 amu. 
Three Great Oities of the West 
The entire Traln8, con.latlDg of an entirely ne .... and lIuperlnr equipment of BaggagG 
(Jar8, Day (Jan •. Smoking Can, Palace Reclining (Jhalr Can and Pullman 
Palace Sleeping (Jars, run throngh direct, without chaDge, from 
OHICAGO TO KANSAS CITY, 
. CHICAGO TO ST. LOUIS. and 
ST. LOUIS TO KANSAS CITY. 
NO EXTRA· CHARGE 'FOR SEATS I'N PALACE RECLINING CHAIR CARS 
UNION DEPOTS IN CHICAOO, ST. LOUIS AND KANSAS CITY. 
NO CHANGE OF CARS {~~~~:~~ :~~ ift~n~~;'u~?ty. ChIcago and Peoria. and 
BmT~:m:m1'lll' St. LouIs and K.ansas City. 
The/best and qnickest route from CHICAGO to 
ME. PHIS, MOBILE, NEW 'ORLEANS AND ALL POINTS SOUTH VIA. ST, LOUIS, 
Th.. ..hor" XoI:ne "0 . 
MISSOURI, ARKANSAS. TEXAS, KANSAS, NEBRASKA. 
. . COLORADO. NEW MEXICO, ARIZONA, CALIFORNIA, &0. 
The Great 'Excwrsion Rouie between the North and South, and to' 
Kansas Lands and Oolorado Health Resorts and 
Mining Districts. 
~eal.. :In. Pal.ao~ ~:lD.:ln.5 Oars, 75 Oe:a;t&oI 
For TIckets and Information 'apply at aoy Conpon Ticket Office In the UnIted States and Canada. lor t(! 
.JAHRS CHARLTON. General Passenger and TIcket Agent, Corner.Dearborn and Adams Street~! Chicago. 
, J. C. McMULLIN. General Manager, Chicago. 
PENSIONS! STANDARD WORKS 
:Any wound or injury, Or any discn.c, however 
sUght the disability, entitles a soillicr of the late 
war to a peDslon. Thousands Itt" yet entltltld. 
Pensions by new law begin"back at day of d is-
. ·JI(arge. WidOWS, Children unde.r 16 YCOI'S, depen-
dent mothers, fath~rs, al80 b,rothel'R and sisters 
'u~der 21 years, are entitled to a pension. Pension 
laws are now more liberal thaD formerly, nnsl 
. many are entitled to better rates. Many are yel 
entitled to bounty and do not know it. 
I will procure patents for Inventors, both in this 
country and In Europe, . ' 
APPLY AT ONe&. 
Having had several years' experience In lue 
largest Law and Claim office In Washington, D. C .. 
I guarantee satisfaction and a saving to you of two 
10 three months' time than by corresponding wiLh 
an a:tto1'lley at Washington. 
FOR TEAOHERS 
The School Bulletin, monthly> per year, 
8000 Regents' Question ... complete whh Keys. 
Alden's First P~in~ipies o~Political Economy, 
Bardeen's Common-school Law, 
" Roderick Bume, 
DeGraff's School-room Guide, 
" II Chorus, 
" " Song Budget, 
Beebe's First Steps Among Figure's, 
Hoose's Studies in Articulation, 
u Methods ofTeaching,_ . 
Bulletin Class Record... . 
Bulletin Spellee: ~nd l"omposition-book, each, 
WeU's System of Penmanship, with Guide, 
















DAVIS; BARDEEN & CO., Pul,lishers, 
Syracuse, N. Y. 
MRS. LYDIA E. PINKHAM. 
, OF LYN MASS. -
DISCOVERER OF 
LYDIA E • . PINKHAM'S 
VEGETAELE COMPOUND. 
TIie Positive Cure 
~ 4' ' 
For all Female Cdmplaints. 
This preparation, as its name signifies, consists 01 
Vegetablo Properties that are harmle .. to the most del 
icate invalid. Upon one trlalthe merits of this Com 
pound will be reco;;nlzcd, as reliet is immediate; &DC 
when its use is continued, ill. ninety-nine cases in a. hUll 
drcd, apcnnanentcurelsetrectcd,nsthousands will tca-
tl!y. On account ot its prov~n merits, It Is t o-day r& 
commended and prescribed by the best physicians. II: 
the country. 
It win cure entirely tho worst form of f llllin, 
ot the ,uterus, Leuco·rrbO!R, irregulo.r and painfu 
McnstruaUon,allOvarlan Tl'oubles, ln1la.mmation an' 
Ulceration, Floodlngs, all Displacements and the con 
sequent spinal weakness, and is espcclnlly adapted t( 
the Chauge of Life. It ".·ill dissolve and expel tumor! 
from the u tel·usino.n early stage of development. Th( 
tendency to co.ncerouS humors there is checked ver, 
speedily bY'lts use. 
in fnct It ·b"" proved to be the great 
est and best remedy thnt has ever been discover 
ed. It penn.ates overY portion olthe system, Olld glvCl . 
new Ufea.nd vigor. It removes faJutness,fia.tulency, d& 
,troys a1lc .... vlng·for stimulants,and relieves weaknC9f 
of the stomach 
It cures Dlooting, HeadIlcbe§, Nervous Pro&'f;rat\on 
. Genem! Debility, Sleepl~e .. , Depression Olld Imll 
gestion. That feeling of bearing down, causing pain 
weight and backache, is a1"l1!Ys permanently cUred b) 
Its use. It will at all times, and under all clrcumstan 
ces, act In harmony with the law that governs tht 
temalo8ystem. 
-
. For Kidney Complaints of either sex this comjlOund 
Is unsurpll8Se<i. 
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetabl~ Compound 
Is prepa;.ed at233 and 235 Western Avenue, Lynn, M .... 
PrIce 81.00. Six bottles for $5.00. Sent by mail In the 
tormotpi1ls,aIsoln the form otLozenges, on recelpl 
of price, 81.00, per bor, tor either. Mrs. PINKHAlI 
freoly e.nlnfers a1J1etters of inquiry. Bend tor pam. 
phlet. Address lUI above Mention this paper. 
No family should be without LYDIA E. PINKHAM' 
LIVER PILLS. They cure Constlpatl,on. Blliousn ... 
..udTorpldlty of the Liver. 25 cents pcr box. 
MORRISON, PLUMMER liz CO." Chicago, Ill. 
{f~~I~~~!~o~e~a~h~90Pc~l~c~e~ Schools, Fire Alarms, Farms, etc. FUl LXI WARRANTED. Cl\tAlo~l e seot. Free. 
. VANDUZEN & TIn. Cil. cinnati. 0 
do60 a week il!your own town. Terms and Is outfit free 
ill Addre.s H HAL1.ETT &, Co., Portland, Maine. ' 
REWARDS OF MERIT. Teachers~ price list free . Sample. 
for Ioc.(siiverorstanips)F. E.Adams, Hill N H 
Send two stamps fOf.}lenalon and bounty law. 
AdcUeaa'l1,A,YLOR FI'J.1ZGERA Ln, Attorney n. Law and U. B. CWln .~t; lock box 108, Wn< 
'UtW, li.I..:au~. 
CH:ANDLER SCIENTIPic DEPT, 01 Dartmoutl) CoU~ LllIUaI Education on a lCientific basis. 
B O· '0 K S for saleeheap. Books boughtande. . changed,}i . F . Burt, Palmyra, NY 
Presents for Scholars. 'sO ;UDER'S OH:IO-AGO . 
SAMPLE BOX; 3 AU{O~RAPH ALBUMS, (all differ- B'U,s1.n.ess Oo~~eg~, 
. AadNu Prof; E, R . RUGGLIIS, Hanover, N. H. cpe 
. MO!ll'l'llLY. ~ORT CARDS. . . 
MOICTHLY RBPOJtT CUDS furnished by the. publishers -of 
THB EDUCATIONAL WBBXLY;. Chicago, at Fifty c,,,t, ;." . 
""",,.,tI. 'SaJ!Iples sent OIl receipt of o')e centstamp 
ent). 64 Page ITEM BOOKS1 68 FLORAL, BIRD; jAP-, . . ANESE o Rl,ENT, and S. II. CARDS ' 12 WORSTED . 278 ~d 280 W. Madison St., Ohicago, ll!. ' :~stablish!"i lor -
PATTERN" and 400 ALBUM QUOT4 TIOlVS all for ' ten years and is a large and prosperous Instltutoon wllh an 
is cents. 64 Page AU'~graph, ~bum, illustrated ' ,With 32 eXlen.iYe Business Exchange- department. . Peo Scrol\.,.Jap;mes~· Plctur~., etc ,,.in CDlot'Sf :Tapa'"ese ' Students can ente. at any. time. Six m~ntHs tutl~,\ '45· 
Cover, and 'C!" Album Quotations. al~,ii Cfflts. 6 for 60 Send ror Circulars giving lull particulars. . 
.. eIlts. Stamps take~ • • J, F .. ING . • Lynn, Mass. ], ]. SOUDER, Proprietor 
... 
